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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The subject of this paper is the study of the behavior of (real-valued) 
solutions of the following Cauchy problem: 
$--du+f(u)=O, 
(*I 
4% 0) = 4(x>, $ (XT 0) = v(x). 
Here d denotes the n-dimensional Laplacian, f a real-valued nonlinear 
function, and 4 and w given Cauchy data. Under suitable regularity 
assumptions of f, 4, v and growth and sign conditions on f and/or 
restrictions on the dimension n, global solutions are known to exist (see, e.g., 
[3,8,9, 11 I). The question arises how these solutions behave as t + f 00. Do 
they enjoy a similar behavior as solutions of the corresponding linear 
problem? If one does not impose any smallness conditions on the Cauchy 
data most of the results obtained were given in dimension n = 3, especially 
by Strauss [ 111, who proved, e.g., that for power nonlinearities f(u) = 
( uIO-‘u, where 3 Q u < 5, the solution u(x, t) decays uniformly like 1 tl”-’ as 
t + f co (E > 0 arbitrary), a result which was improved by von Wahl [ 131, 
whoshowedthedecayrateItl-‘for3<~<5andItl-’logItlfora=3.In 
a recent paper [lo] the author was able to give related results for certain 
u < 3. Moreover Strauss considered the scattering properties of the problem, 
especially the existence of scattering states, i.e., solutions u* of the linear 
equation a2u/i3t2 - dv = 0 with the property that u(t) - u*(t) -+ 0 as t -+ f 00 
in suitable norms. 
Results for the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation 
$-du+m2u+f(u)=0, m # 0, 
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f(u)=lul”-‘u, P> 1, 
or generalizations of this type, were proved by Morawetz and Strauss [6], 
the author [7], and in a recent paper by Brenner [2]. Conceptionally this 
paper connects some ideas of the Strauss paper [ 111 and the results of 
Brenner [2] to give related results in higher space dimensions n > 4 for 
solutions of (*). There are two main results. The first one treats smooth 
nonlinearities f(u) which behave like (u(“-‘u as u -+ 0 and like (u(~-‘u as 
]u] + co, where (essentially) (n + 2)/(n - 1) < CJ < (n + 2)/(n - 2) and p > 3. 
It can be shown that any smooth solution of the Cauchy problem with data 
in suitable Sobolev spaces, but without quantitative restrictions, enjoys the 
following decay, provided n < 9: 
lu(x, t)l < c(1 + t)(n+‘)‘*-‘(n-1)‘210, sup 
xelRn 
sup 
xeiRn IU(X,~)l<C(l +t) 





with the exception that for n = 4, p > 813 we have 
sup Iu(x,t)l <c(l + t)-(3’2)+E for E > 0. 
XER” 
Under the assumptions on f above the existence of global regular solutions is 
known [3,8, 93. The lower bound on p which is necessary if one considers 
the nonlinear term as a perturbation term as in this paper is more or less 
optimal, because the nonlinearity has to be differentiated several times also 
at the origin-thus p should be an integer-and has to have a nonnegative 
primitive function (for having a definite energy functional)--thus p odd. The 
upper bound on 5 is needed because otherwise the method will not work for 
the same reason as in existence theory (Sobolev’s imbedding theorem has to 
be applied). The restriction on n comes in as in the regularity theory; 
namely, the differentiation of the nonlinear term produces a lot of factors 
which cannot be controlled by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem in dimensions 
n > 10. The second main result shows that for arbitrary space dimension n 
and power nonlinearities / u]@-‘u the existence of scattering states u* is valid 
provided p > p* for a suitable p* < (n + 3)/(n - 1) and moreover 
p < (n + 2)/(n - 2) if n < IO, p < (n2 - 3n + 6)/(n - 2)(n - 3) if n > 11. As 
a consequence one has of course the existence of a scattering operator S: 
u- + u+ defined somewhere. The characterization of its domain is left open. 
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Nonexistence of scattering for nonlinear Klein-Gordon for p < 1 + 2/n is 
shown by Glassey [4]. 
The starting point for all the estimates is a decay for jR.F(u(x, t)) d-6 
where F denotes the primitive function off (Theorem 1.1). This follows from 
an identity for solutions of the PDE due to Strauss [ 111, which he received 
by a suitable multiplication of the equation. The other main ingredients are 
the well-known behavior of the solution of the linear problem (Theorem 1.2), 
and the energy conservation. Making iterated use of the integral equation 
which belongs to the problem, it is possible to give various LP(lR”)-decay 
estimates for u and its spatial derivatives which finally lead to the stated 
uniform decay by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem. The existence of scattering 
states is of course closely related to decay results. What one has to show is 
essentially that the L*(R”)-norm of S(U) is integrable over -co < t < +co 
(see [ 121). 
We use the following notation: R+ = (0, co); C~,,,(lR ‘, X), X a Banach 
space, denotes the set of functions a: iR + --( X which are k-times continuously 
differentiable. For k E R ‘, 1 < p < co, Hkrp = Hkvp(iR”) denote the Sobolev 
spaces, i.e., the completion of CF(lR”) with respect to ]]F-‘((1 + 
~~\‘)k’2.&)>~h.p = iifllk,p, where II gllo,p =t.fRn I g(xV dx)“’ (1 < P < a>, 
II Al O,oo = ess supXERn / g(x)].. fik*p(R’) = fik,p is the space of tempered 
distributionsfsuch that ]lfllk,p := ~~F1-‘(~~~~(<))~~o,p is finite. Let I&, 0 < s, 
s 6Z N, 1 < p < co, 1 <q < co be the homogeneous Besov space, i.e., the 
space of tempered istributions u such that 
is finite. The notation fik3p c I?99 just means that an inequality of the form 
]]f]i,,, < c ]]fik,p holds forf E CF(R”). This is the case if the relations I/q = 
l/p - (k - 1)/n, k > 1 and p > 1 are fulfilled. 
~L4I,,, := (j, ,u(x),>l) l4x l” dx)l’p; X: 
p^, 4 (or A q7 denote conjugated Holder exponents, c various positive 
constants. 
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1. DECAY RESULTS FOR STRONG SOLUTIONS 
We consider the Cauchy problem 
for(x,t)ElR”~[O,co),wheren>4. 
Then the following results were proved in [ 10): 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume 4 E H’*‘(Rn), w E H’-‘,*(I?“), 1 sufJicient/y 
large, 1x1 V@ E L*(R”), 1x1 II/E L*(R”), fE C~,,(R, R) with 
lfW(u)l <c IUl(n+*)l(n-*)-i for lul> 1 (j=O, 1). 
Zf u is a strong solution of (*), i.e., u E nfzO C{,,(R +, HZ-jq2(R”)), then the 
following conclusions are valid (with F(s) := si f (a) do): 
(a) Suppose n > 3, 0 <F(u) < ((n - 1)/2(12 + 1)) uf(u) for all u E R. 
Then one has JRn F(u(x, t)) dx < c/( 1 + t)*. 
(b) Suppose n > 3, 0 <F(u) < ((n - 1)/(2(n + 1) - K)) uf(u) for all 
uElR, whereO<?cK(2. Thenfore>O wehave 
(c) Suppose n > 4, 0 <F(u) < ((n - 1)/2(n + 1)) uf(u) for all u E R. 
Then )I u(t)ll,,, < const. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A denote the operator -A defined on 
D(A) = HzV2(R”). Then for t > 0 and v E CF(R”) the following estimate 
holds :
where 1 < p < 2 <p’ < co, l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Proof: See cf., e.g., [ 8, Theorem 2.21. 
In the sequel the nonlinearity has to fulfill some of the following con- 
ditions: 
(V 1) F(s) := 1“ f(u) da > 0 for all s E R, f E Cp,,(R, R). 
-0 
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for all s E R. 
for all s E R. 
W) F(s) < 2&;11) sf@) for all s E R. 
We always assume u to be a strong solution of (*) with initial data 
$ E H’,‘(lR”), IJI E H’-**‘(lR”) (Z large enough), 1x1 V# E L’(iR”), 
1x1 v/E LyFP). s o u satisfies the integral equation 
u(t) = cos(A “‘t)4 + A -“2 sin@ “‘f)~/ 
- j:A -v2 sinI. “*(t - s)]f(u(s)) ds. 
Using the estimates of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 and the well-known energy 
identity we can give asymptotic estimates (t + +co) for u(x, t) in a series of 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume (Vl)- (V4) hold with p > (n + 3),&z - 1) and 
(n + 2)/(n - 1) < u < (n + 3)/(n - 1). Then we have for t > 0: 
II Wll O,*(n+,),(n-,) < c(l + t)-(‘z-‘)‘(n+‘). 
ProoJ Theorem 2.1 gives 
II W>ll o,*(n+l),(n-l) Q 41 + t)-(n-‘)‘(n+‘) 
+ c .f (f _ s)-v-lMn+ 1) 
J 
Ilf Ms>)ll 0.2cnt 1)/(n+3) ds. 
0 
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From (V2) we conclude with l/d + l/Q = 1, e > 0: 
Il.f(ull O,Z(n+l)/(n+3) < 4iw’+E O,(Z(nt l)l(n+3))(0- 1 t E)C 
+ *Il*~ll~.~~c’n:I,,~.+3~,co-,+c~d~ 
. II~Il~~(2E~“+I)l(n+3))cj(l-&)~ 
Choosing 4 = (n + 3)/((n - l)( 1 - E)), jl = (n + 3)/(4 f (n - 1)~) one easily 
calculates (2(n + l)/(n + 3))@ - 1 t E)$ >p t 1 because p > (n + 3)/ 
(n - 1). So (V3), (V4) and Theorem 1.1(b) lead to 
U ) 
(4+(n-l)&)/(2(n+l)) 
<c W(s)) dx 
lUi<l 
Gc(l + S)Intl-("-1)O+E1((4+(n-1)&)l(2(n+l))) 
The same estimate also holds for *JiU,,‘7-*+t o,c2cn+ 1)/(n+3))(0-1+&~/5~ because 
(2(n + I)/(n + 3))(0 - 1 + s)pA < cr + 1 for o < (n + 3)/(n - 1). 
Returning to the integral inequality we have 
/I U(f)ll 0,2(n+l),(n-,)~C(1 +t)-(n-‘)‘(n+i) +cjr(t--s)-‘“-“‘(“+” 
0 
x (1 + s) Intl-(n-l)otE1[4t(n-l)EI/(2(n+l)) 
- II 4%,% t l),cn - 1) ds. 
The assumption (T > (n + 2)/(n - 1) s ows h that the sum of the first two 
exponents of the integrand is less than -I for sufftciently small E > 0. By 
iteration therefore the claimed estimate follows. 
In a similar manner it is possible to prove 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume (Vl), (V3)-(V5) with p > (n + 3)/(n - 1) and 
(n+2)/(n-1) < o < (n+3)/(n-1). Then we have for t> 0: 
IIA “2~(411 0,2(n+*),(n-,) < c(1 + t)-(n-‘)‘(n+‘). 
Proof: Instead of estimatingf(u) as in the lemma before we conclude 
IIA “?f(u)ll 0,2(n+ l)/(n+3) G c If’@) wl0,2~n+lMn+3~ 
G C(iiUII~,~:(,+l),(n+3))(~-I)~ 
+ i/*ull~-l O.(Zcnt lM”+3~~~0-1d IIV~IIO,~2~n+ l)l(nt3))q^~ 
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and choose 4 = (n + 3 - s)/(n - l), p^ = (n + 3 - e)/(4 - E). Concluding as 
before we arrive at 




. IIA”2u(s)lI O.2(n+l)(nt3-E)/((nt3)(n-1)) ds, 
where 5 > 0 arbitrary. 
The energy inequality II A 1’2u(t)jlo,2 < const gives by interpolation, 
IA 1’24sll < c llAL’2Wl~,;nt ,>,(n-,j, 0,2~nt~~~nt3-&~l~~nt3~~n-l~~ 1 
where E^ > 0 is arbitrarily small. The proof is completed as in the lemma 
before. 
If u > (n + 3)/(n - 1) the corresponding estimates are technically more 
difficult. This is done in the next few lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose (Vl), (V4’), (V5), (V6) hold with 
n+3 n2 - 3n + 6 n+2 
n-l “’ (n-2)(n-3)’ ‘< n-2’ ” n12* 
Then for E > 0 suflciently small we have 
(n 3)/(2(n-l))t&(ntl)l(4(n-1)) IlA - wit 0,2(n-l)/(n-3fd < 'Onst for all t > 0. 
ProoJ: From Theorem 1.2 we conclude 
11 A’“- 3)/(2(n-l))t&(nt1)/(4(n-l)) Wll 0,2cn-l)/(n-3C&) 
<<(I +t)-‘+E’2+~ ~‘f(t-s)-‘+“‘~(A”2~(~(s))~(o,2~,~,~,~n+,-E~ds. 
GO 
Holder’s inequality and (V5) give 
llA"2f(~)I~o,zcn-~,,cnt~-~, G c(li~lloP,~~~n-*),(2_E))(ui) 
+ *ll*ull--I 0,(2(!l 1),(2-C))(0- LJ llv~llo.2~ 
Now we have u + 1 < (2(n - 1)/(2 - E))(u - 1) < 2n(n - l)/((n - 2) 
(n - 3) - E), because n/(n - 2) < u < (n’ - 3n + 6)/((n - 2)(n - 3)), so that 
an interpolation gives 
*)1*~11~,~:(,~1),(2-~))(0-,) <c *lirullz!:~:’ IIull(‘-8)(o-1) - O,Zll(rl l)/((li Z)(ll 3) - ~ 03 
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where B is defined by 
2-E e 
2(n- l)(o- 1) =os1+ 
(1 - B)[(n - 2)(n - 3) -&] 
2n(n - 1) . 
An easy calcuiation shows (1 - 8)(d - 1) < 1 for CJ < (n + 2)/(n - 2) if E is 
suffkiently small. The Sobolev imbedding 
together with Theorem 1.1(b) shows that 
\<c 







where o, 6 >$. 
-l-he term II ~ll~,~(:(,-1),(2-E))(p_l) can be estimated by c(1 + s))” because 
Theorem 1.1(b) can be applied for p > n/(n - 2) which gives 
(2(n - 1)/(2 - E))@ - 1) > p + 1. Putting these estimates into the integral 
inequality, the lemma is proved for E > 0 suffkiently small. 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume (Vl), (V2), (V5), (V6), where (n’ - 3n + 6)/ 
((n - 2)(n - 3)) < u < (n + 2)/(n - 2), u > (n + 3)/(n - I) (i.e., n > 6), 
p > ts. Then the following estimate holds for t > 0 and any E > 0: 
Proof. From Theorem 1.2 it follows that 
IIA ~1/2~~~nt2~/~n-2~-~n+l~l~n-l~~t&~n+1~/~4~n--1~~ WI 0,2(n- 1j/cn-3+ d 
<c(l +t)-‘+“‘2+Cj.t(t-S)-I+c12 
-0 
x IIA 2’(n-2y-(u(s))ll 0.20-1vwwdS. (1) 
’ Here and in what follows h,, h, ,... denote functions which converge to zero as all their 
variables tend to zero. 
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.o t- I 
4'(n-2) ,YF( IlfM. + h)) -fWL2cn- I),(n+ I-6) 7 
, 
The integral is estimated as follows (where l/a + l/i= 1 = l/g + l/q^ + l/i): 
,. 1 
J 0 t- 





4/C”-2) sup (jlf(u(. + h))ll’-4’(y-2)-S1 _ 
Ihl<f 
0,(2(n l)/(n+l &))i(1-4/0-2)b6,) 
+ llf(~(.))Il’-“““-“-“’ ~ * - - - 0,(2(n l)l(n+l &))P(l 4/cn 2) 6,) > 














* IIV~II 4/(n-2)+8, 0.(2(n-l)l(nt I-0)i(4/(n-2)+SI) ?I 
if 6, is a small positive number. 
We set (2(n - I)/(n + 1 - ~))F(4/(n - 2) + 6,) = 2, and j, $ such that 
(2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E)) j?u(l - 4/(n - 2) - 8,) = (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - e)) 
8(4/(n - 2) -t 6,)(0 - 1). 
An easy calculation shows 
2(n - 1) 
n+l-& 
2(n- l[(n-2)a-4-Q-2)6,] 
= (n + 1 - &)@I - 2) - [4 + (n - 2)6,](n - 1) 
2(n- l)(n-2) 
< n2 - 5n + 2 - (&/n)(n - 2) 
505/4h/l-8 
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because u < (n + 2)/(n - 2), and moreover the Sobolev imbedding 
Ij~n+2)l~n-2)-~ntl)l~n-1)+E~n+l)/~2~n-l)),2~~-1)/~~-3t&) 
CL 2(n-l)(n-2)/(n*-sn+Z-(&/~)(n-2)) (*I 
is valid. On the other side one computes that (2(n - l)/(n + 1 -E)) 
@4/(n - 2) + ~?,)(a - 1) > c + 1 if u > (n + 3)/(n - l), so that an inter- 
polation gives (3) 
~(*u,,W(n-2)-S,)o _ _ _ ~ 







where 8 is defined by 
1 
(2(n - l)/(n + 1 - &))ljCr(l - 4/(n - 2) - 8,) 
e l-0 
= G-7-F + 2(n - 2)(n - l)/((n - - 3)(n 2) - 4 - (E/n)@ - 2)). 
An analogous estimate holds for 
“lh (4/(n-2)tS,)(u-l) 0,(2(n--l)/(ntl-&))~~4/(n-2)+6,)(0-1)' 
Furthermore we have by (3) and p > CJ, 
so that 
In the same way the second term in (2) integrated over (a( Q 1 can be 
handled. Substituting these estimates into (2) and using Theorem 1.1 (b) and 
the energy inequality we arrive at 
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x IIA (1/2)((n+2~/~n-2)-~n+l~/(n-1~~+E~n+l~/~4~n-I~~ U(S)ll~,22~~~,,,(n~3+E) 
+ (1 + S)aJ+a, + (I + Spfa6 
x IV (l/2)((n+2)/(n-2)-(n+l)/(n-l))fE(n+l)/(4(~-l)) u(s>ll”’ o,Z(n-l)/(n~3td 





a, =- -&e I- 








n-2 ’ 0, 
as=(-) (-&++-I): 
as = _ (n + 1 - &)@I - 2) - 14 + (n - 2)6, ](n - 1) 
(n - l)[ (n - 2)o - 4 - (n - 2)6,] (&+“,) (a- 1). 
In an analogous manner the integral for 1 < t < CO is estimated by replacing 
6, by -6,. Defining corresponding quantities 6, ,..., Bs and going back to (1) 
we conclude 
IIA (1/2)((n+2)/(n-2)-(n+I)/(n-1))+E(ntl)/(4(~-1)~ WI 0,2(n-I)l(n-3-e~) 
Gc(l + t)-'+&/2 + C(l + t)(~,+~4+EJ2)I(I--a2--as) + C(l + 4Q,+%+EI2 
+ c(1 + t) (a,+a6+cI2)/(1--az) + c(l + t)(a,+a~+E/2M--LI~) 
+ analogous terms for S1 ,..., ti,. (4) 
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n-1 & 1 
+ h2h h>- 
The obvious identities a,/a, = a3/a6 = (x*/a5 and (a, + a,)/(1 - aI - a,) = 
a3 + a6 + &(E, 8,) can be used to show that all exponents in (4) are equal up 
to h(e, 6,)terms, so that the proof of the lemma is complete. 
These lemmas are now applied to show an analog of Lemma 1.2 for larger 
CT. If c is close to (n + 2)/(n - 2) we need the restriction n < 10. 
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 1.4 hold and 
7 <n ,< 10. Then for t > 0: I(A1’2~(t)l(o,2cn+ Ij,+,j < c(1 + t)-(n-“‘(nt”. 
ProoJ We start again with the integral inequality 
IIA “*WI o,*<n+ ‘)/(?I-1) 
< (1 + t)-cn- I)l(n+ 1) 
+ c .I (t _ S)-wMnt 1) 
! 
IIA “‘fC~<~>>llo.2,, + I)/(n t 3) ds. 
0 
The assumption (V5) leads to 
IIA “Zfwl o,*tnt 11/cn+31 
G C(irllll~~:(,+L)!(n+3))~(~-1) 
+ *l~ull”-l 0,~2~“tl~,~nt3~~d~o-I)) IIV4lo.c2cnt I)l(nt3))6’ (1) 
We choose 4 = (n + 3)/(n - 1 + E), 3 = (n + 3)/(4 - E) and remark that 
(2(n + l)/(n + 3))p^(0 - 1) > u + 1 if u > (n + 3)/(n - 1). We want to show 
that (2(n+ l)/(n+3))$(u- 1) < 2(n-2)(n- I)/((n-3)(n-2)-4- 
(c/n)(n - 2)), so that the imbedding (*) of the previous lemma can be 
applied. This inequality is equivalent to u - 1 < (4 - f)(n - 2)(n - l)/ 
((n + l)[(n - 3)(n - 2) - 4 - (E/n)(n - 2)]) which is fulfilled for 
u ( (n + 2)/(n - 2) if n < 10 (E” > 0 sufficiently small). So by interpolation 
+ IIA 
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Using (V3) and (V6), Theorem 1.1 (a) gives for o < (n + 2)/(n - 2): 
*ri” u(s>ll 0,ot I G 41 + s)- 
Z/(ot 1) < c(l + s)-(“-2)/n. 
The second factor is estimated by Lemma 1.4. Because of (n - 2)/n > 
(n+ l>,‘(n- l)-4,‘(n-2) we conclude for o > (n + 3)/(n - 1): 
*li:u(~)II~,~:(,+1)/(,1+3))6(o-1) 
<c(l +s>- (u~I)((ntl)/(n-l)-4/(n-2)) 
< c(l + S)-(4/(n-l))((ntI)/(n-l)~4/(n-2)) 
The first term of (1) is treated by using again Theorem 1.1(a) and the 
relation (2(n+ l)/(n+3))~?@-l)>p+ 1 ifP>(n+3)/(n- I), 
Au(s)ll~,~:c.tl,,(,tl,lr;l~-l, 
G ii 4s)ll y32(n+LHh7t1) Gc(l + S)-(4-a/w), 
so that the integral inequality gives 
IIA “2Wll 0,2(nt l)/(n-I) 
<<(I +f)-'"-";'"+l~+cj.~(I~s)-'"-l~""tl) 
.o 
* [(l + s)- (4/(n-l))((ntl)/(n-l)-4/(n-2)) + (1 + S)-(4-a/(nt I)] 
* IIA “*m o,z(n+u/(n-1+ads. 
Using (/A “2~(t)llo,2 < const we have 
IIA “*WI o,iz(nt l,/(npl+a G W”24~)II;;ZP)n(~ I),(“- I), 19(&t) 1 0 as C 1 0. 
Easily one can show (n - l)/(n + 1) + (4/(n - l))((n + l)/(n - 1) - 
4/(n-2))> 1 and (n- l)/(n+ 1)+(4-C)/(n+ l)> 1, so that the claim 
of the lemma follows by iteration. 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume (VI), (V3), (V5), (V6), where (n + 3)/(n - 1) < o < 
(n’ - 3n + 6)/((n - 2)(n - 3)), o<(n+2)/(n-2), p>(n+3)/(n-I), 
n > 4 arbitrary. Then the following estimate holds for t > 0: 
II A “24t)ll O,>(n+l),(“-,) < c(1 + t)-+r)‘(nf’). 
Proof: We get relation (1) of the previous lemma again with the same p^, 
4. Again we have (2(n + l)/(n + 3))Ij(a - 1) > CJ + 1 but now the restriction 
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u ( (n + 2)/(n - 2) is used to show (2(n + l)/(n + 3))B(a - 1) < 
2n(n - l)/((n - 3)(n - 2)) < F, where F is given by the imbedding 
Applying Lemma 1.3 we conclude by interpolation and Theorem 1.1(a), 
where 8 is defined by (n + 3)/(2(n + l)p^(o- 1)) = 6/(a + 1) + 
(1 - @(n - 3)(n - 2)/(2n(n - 1)) + h,(s). The inequality (2(n + l)/(n + 3)) 
.p^@ - 1) > p + 1 implied by p > (n + 3)/(n - 1) shows that 
ir~(S)II~,~:(,tI'l(n+3"B(p-I' 
G i u(s>ll 
~(,~~Jp;E:l(2(ntl)"(p+l' < c(l + S)-(4-t7/(n+I'* (2) 
We remark that (2/(a + 1))8(0 - 1) + (n - l)f(n + 1) > 1 holds for 
u < (n + 2)/(n - q, and also (4 - sF/(n + 1) + (n - I)/(n + 1) > 1. Conse- 
quently an interation as in the previous lemma completes the proof. 
In the following lemmas we are able to show a faster decay for certain Lp- 
norms, provided (T and p are big enough. 
LEMMA 1.7. Assume (Vl)-(V3), (V5) and (V6), where (n + 3)/ 
(n-l)<a<(n+2)/(n-2) p>o. In the case u>(n’-3n+6)/ 
((n - 2)(n - 3)) assume additionally n < IO. Then the following estimate 
holds for t>O: IIu(~)J~~,~(~-,),(~-~+~) <c(l +t)-““‘for E > 0 su@kientZy 
small. 
Proof: Application of Theorem 1.2 gives 
<c(l+t)-‘+~‘2+c &s)-r+&/2 
1 
x IIA ll(n--l’--((nf “Ip”‘“-““~(u(s)),,o,2~~- ,),(nf ,-cl ds. (1) 
The integrand can be handled as follows: 
IIA l/fn-I'-((nt1)/(4(n--'~'Ef(U)l~o,2(n-,),("+,-E' 
G df(~>ll 0,2(n-l'/(n+l-E' +IIf'(~)~~l10.2(n-I',~n+L-E~). 
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Assumption (V5) gives with 1,/b + l/J = l/B + l/g = 1: 
Iv-‘(u) wO,2(“- ll/(n+ I--E) 
< c(?iullp-1 - : IlVull O,(Un ll/(n+ 1-E))h-l)P o,(z(n- 1)/(n+ I --E))d 
+ *lfull”-l _ “IIVUII o.(z(n Il/(n+ I--Ell(u- I)P o.czc”-l~,c”+l-E,,4). (2) 
We choose p^ = (u + I)(n + 1 - e)/((o - 1) 2(n - 1)). It can be easily shown 
that 
Using Lemmata 1.5, 1.6, the energy inequality, and Theorem 1.1(a) we 
conclude 
ii* u(s)ll”- I - O.(Z(” l)/(n+l-&))(o-l)b II~~t~~ll0.~2~n-I~/~n+l-~~~d 
<c(l +s)- Z(o-I~l(o+ll\(Z(n-l~q^~ fn 1)/2f(n-I)(ntI-E)l2(n-L)4 * (1 +s)- - 
=c(l +s)- ((2ntE)O-(Zn+4-&))/(2(ot 1)) < , c(1 + s)-‘+8(C), 
where a(c) > 0 for u > (n + 3)/(n - 1). 
In order to treat the first term of (2) we set 4 = (n + I)(n + I - E)/ 
(n- 1)2, 3 = (n+ l)(n+ 1-&)/(4n--s(n+ l)), i.e., (*(n-l)/ 
(n + 1 -E))@ - 1); = (2(n - l)(n + 1)/(4n - c(n + l)))@ - 1). In the case 
(2(n - l)(n + 1)/(4n -&(n + l)))@- I) > p + 1 Lemma 1.5 and 1.6 
together with Theorem 1.1 (a) show that 
i~tw-’ - O.(Z(n l)/(n+l--E))(p-l); Il~~~~~llo.~*~n-~~,~~+ I--E))6 
<c(l +s)- (4n-&(n+l))/((n-l)(n+l)) . (1 +s)-wl/(n+I~ 
+l +S)-(ntI-El/w) 
In the case (2(n - I)(n + 1)/(4n - e(n + I)))@ - 1) < p + 1 we use Theorem 
1.1(a) and (c) and get by interpolation, 
ii u(~Il”- 1 - O*(Z(n Ill(n+l--E))(p-IId 
< ~u(s)ll$;:’ (lu(#jy(P-” < c(1 + s)-zO(pP’)‘(p+‘), 
where 8 is given by (4n - s(n + 1))/(2(n - l)(n + l)@ - 1)) = B/@ + 1) + 
(1 - l3)/2. 
An easy calculation shows that by use of Lemmata 1.5 and 1.6 the first 
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term in (2) can be estimated by c(1 + s)-‘+~, g> 0, because of p > o > 
(n*+ 3)/(n - 1). It remains to estimate Ilf(~>ll~,~~~~,,,(,+,~,, < 
d/I Ull~.(2(n-l,l(n+l~E))p + *I* 4Lw,(n+ 1 -e,,o). First of all we 
have i(*U(S)Il~.(Z(n-l),(n+ I--E,,o < i U(S)ll~!~~:-E)~(2(n~1)))(o+~) < 
~(1 + s)(“+ ‘-N(~-~) using (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))U < u + 1 and Theorem 
1.1(a). Concerning the first term we consider two cases. 
If p > (n + 1 - s)/(n - 3 + E), i.e., (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))P > p + 1, 
Theorem 1.1 (a) gives 
ii u(sllP 0,(2(n-,),(n+lpE))p <c(l +S)-(n+‘-E)‘O’-‘). 
Ifp<(n+l-s)/(n-35s) i.e., 2<(2(n-l)/(n+l)-s))P<p+l, an 
interpolation between 11 u(s)ll;,:\ i < c(1 + s))~ and 11 u(~)ll~,~ < const 
(Theorem 1.1 (a), (c)) leads to 
i u(s)ll” 0,(2(n--l,/(n+1 --E,,p G 41 + s> 
2~~n+l-~,-~n-l,p~/((n-l,(p-l,, 
This exponent is less than -1 for p > (n + 3)/(n - 1) so that altogether the 
proof is completed by an iterated use of the integral inequality (1). 
LEMMA 1.8. Assume (Vl), (V2), (V3), (V5), (V6), where 
(n + 3)/(n - 1) < u < (n’ + 6n - 3)/((n + l>(n - l)), u < (n + 2)/(n - 2), 
a<2n/(n-1),p>aand4,<n~10.Thenonehas 
II Wll - <c(l +t) O.Z(?l 1,/(2n~(n--l,a, 1 
(n+l)/2-((n-1)/2b. log(2 + l)* 
ProoJ: Theorem 1.2 implies 
II ~(~)lIO,2(,- 1),(2”--(n- I)rJ) 




fW))llo.zcn- o/((n-,)o--2) ds 
+f211 - A u’~) sW 1’2(t - WW>>llo,2cn- Ij,c2n-cn- Ijo) ds. 
Let us consider the first integral. Under the assumption on u above the 
power of A is at most l/2, so that with l/j! + l/q^ = 1: 
IIA 
((n+l,/4,o-(n2+4n-1,/(4(n-1)) f @>ll 0,2(n--l,/((n--l,o-2) 
G 4ll 24 IY O,(Z(n-l,/((n-I,~-2,,~ 
+ lIUlI~,~(:~,-l~~,~~n-l~o-2~~~~-1~ ll ll0.2 n-*~ci,~~n-I)o-2,~~ 
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Now we have (2(n - I)/((n - 1)~ - 2))~ ,< 2(n - I)/(n - 3 + E) so that an 
interpolation between the result of Lemma 1.7 and the boundedness of 
1) n(t)]],,, (Theorem 1.1 (c)) shows that 
Choosing 4 = (n + l)[(n - 1)o - 2]/(n - l)*, we can easily compute that 
2<2(n- l)p”(a- I)/((n- l)a--2)<2(n- I)/(n-3 +E), sothat an inter- 
polation by application of Lemmata 1.5-1.7 and Theorem 1.1 (c) leads to 
II~(S)Il~~(:(,-I)~,,(n--l)o-2))(0~I) II~~~~~II~.*~n-l~~,~~n-I~~-*~ 
<c(l +s) ~0--1~~~~n-1~/2+~n-I~l~n-l)~-*]/~*(n~I~~~o-!~~~ 
. (1 + S)-wv~n+l) 
= c(l + s)-‘. 
Thus the first integral can be estimated by c(1 + t)‘“+ ‘)‘2P”n- ‘)‘*)O . 
log(2 + t). In order to treat the second integral, the non-integrability of the 
kernel (t - s) (n+l)/*-((n-l)/*)0 f or S--P t forces us first to use Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem and after that, Theorem 1.2, to get 
lk’ -“‘*’ +A “*(t - Wb4>llo.2cn- 1)/(2np(n-1)0) 
<c[IA’~-‘)‘* sin[A “*(t - ~)lf(~krr 
<c(t-s)- (n-1)/*+(n-l)/r’l(A k/2+~n-1)/4-~n+l)l~2”)f(U)~/0~r, 
where (2n - (n - l)a)/(2(n - 1)) = l/r’ - k/n. The choice Y’ = 2(n - I)/ 
(n-3+&), r=2(n-l)/(n+l-E) implies O<k/2+(n-1)/4-(n+l)/ 
(2r’) < l/2 so that 
IIA -(I/*) sin[A “*(t - s)I~(u)II~,z(~--~),(~~--(~-~)~) 
~~C(~--S)-1+E’201~ll~,~*~n-I~l~n+I-&~~u 
+ )I u(I”-’ 0,(2ol I)l(r!fl-a))d(o-l) IIVUII -1. o,c*cn-l)l(nt l-m7 
It is (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - &))0 < 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E) for (5 < (n + l)/(n - 3), 
and Theorem 1.1(a) and Lemma 3.7 show that 
II u(s>ll” O,(*(n-l),(n+]--E))O~C(l +S)~((n-1)‘*)u+(n+I~&)‘*, 
Setting s^=(n+l)(n+l-&)/Q-1)2, $ = (n + l)(n + 1 - &)/(4Fi - 
e(n + l)), we can easily calculate that (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - e))fi(u - 1) < 
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2(n - I)/(n - 3 + E’) for u ( (n + 2)/(n - 2). Thus Theorem 1.1(c), Lemmata 
1.5-1.7 give the estimate 
II ~(~>ll”- ’ - O,(Z(n I)/(n+l--a))d(u-1) II Vu(s)ll o,(z(n-l,/(ntlb&,kj 
<c(l +s) 
(0--1)(~(n-I~/Z+(n-I~(ntI~~~l~2~n-I~~~~-~~~~ 
* (1 +s)- 
(n- l)/(nt 1) 
=c(l +s)- ~(n-lf/Z~rrt~nt11/2-c/2 
Consequently the second integral can be 
c(l + pt I)lZ-((n-1)/2)0 , and thus the lemma is proved. 
majorized by 
LEMMA 1.9. Assume (Vl), (V2), (V5), (V6), where n > 4 and 
(n’ + 6n - 3)/((n + I)(n - 1)) < o < (n + 2)/(n - 2) o > (n + 3)/(n - l), 
p > u. (This implies especially n < 6.) Then the following estimate holds for 
t>o: 
II uwti o,2cn+ l),(n-3) < c(1 + t)-2(n-‘)‘(n+i). 
Proof. From Theorem 1.2 it follows that 
II WI o,z(ntl)/(n~3) 
< c(l + f)-2w/(n+l) 
+ c fZ (t - s) - 2(n-')'("t') Il~~'2f~~~~))I10.2~n+~~/~n+~~ ds 
+ f2 11 A -(“‘) sin[A”‘(t - ~>lf(4~>>llo,2cnt )/(np3)ds. 
The first integral can be treated as follows: 
lIA"~(~(~))Ilo,~~nt~~/~nts~ 
G m4~>11&5,. 1)/3)(0-l) Il~~~~)IIO,2~ntI~l~n~I~ 
< c(l + s) 
(0-l)(-(n-1)/2tfn-1)3/((ntl)(o-1))) 
cn-l)/(nt I) *(l+s)- . 
Here we used 2 < ((n + 1)/3)(c - 1) < 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E? and Lemmata 
1.6, 1.7 and Theorem 1.1(c). The assumption c > (n’ + 6n - 3)/ 
((n + l)(n - 1)) implies that the exponent of 1 + s is less than -1, thus the 
integral can be estimated by c(1 + t)-(2(“-‘)‘(“t I)). 
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The second integral is treated by applying Sobolev’s imbedding theorem 
and Theorem 1.2: 
I/A -(l/2) 44 “‘0 - W(~>llo.2cn+ Iji(n- ?) 
< cllA’k-‘)‘2 SinIA “‘0 - ~)lf(~llo,r~ 
<c(t-s)- (n-1)/*+(fl-l)/!" l/A k/2t(n- l)/4-~ntl)l12r')f(U)~~U~r, 
Here we set (n - 3)/(2(n + 1)) = l/r’ - k/n, r’ = 2(n - I)/(n - 3 + E), 
r = 2(n - l)/(n + 1 - a), which gives k/2 + (n - I)/4 - (n + 1)/2r’ < l/2 so 
that 
IV -(‘I” sinlA”‘(t - s>lfW>)llo.2cnt I)l(n-3) 
< c(t - S)-'+c'2 Ilf~~~~~~Il,.2~n-l~l~ntI-&~ 
<<(t-S)- '+e'2(l + s)- (~n-I)/2)ot(ntI)/2-r/2 
The last estimate can be given analogously to the previous lemma. Again the 
assumption u > (n’ + 6n - 3),/((n + l)(n - 1)) shows that ((n - 1)/2)0 + 
(n - 1)/2 - E/2 < -(2(n - l)/(n t 1)) so that the second integral can be 
majorized by c(1 + s)- (‘w- ‘)B~’ “I. The proof is complete. 
2. UNIFORM DECAY FOR REGULAR SOLUTIONS 
All the results up to this point were given for a strong solution of the 
Cauchy problem, and the nonlinearity was supposed to be just a (Y-function 
with suitable properties. For the estimates given in this paragraph we need 
some more regularity for the solution u as well as for the nonlinearity f, and 
the dimension n has to be restricted to 4 < rr < 9. 
So, let us assume u to be a solution of (*) in the class 
f) c~o,(w +,H’-‘**(w)) 
j=O 
for a sufficiently large 1. 
The nonlinearity f is supposed to fulfill some of the following additional con- 
ditions: 
(V7) .f-E cx(R RI, 
If”(S)l < 4sr2 + 1) 
If"(S)l < c Islmax(P-2,0) 
w f(= CAR R), 
IP( < 4s1°-* 
If"(s)/ < const 
for \sl> 1, 
for lslg 1. 
for Is/> 1, 
for Is/< 1. 
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(V9) f E Cf,,(R R), If”‘@)1 < const 
(VlO) fE C&(W, R), If’“‘(s)\ < const 
for all s E R. 
for all s E IR. 
For dimension n < 7 we can directly give an estimate for an LP-norm of the 
second derivatives of U, namely: 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (Vl), (V2), (V3), (V5), (V7), where 
(n+2)/(n-l)<a<(n+2)/(n-2), p>/(n+3)/(n-l), P>U. Moreover 
suppose (V4)fir u < (n + 3)/(n - I), and (V6)for u > (n + 3)/(n - 1). Then 
in the case 4 < n < 7 for t > 0 the following estimate holds: 
IIA 1+c’4U(t)JJ 0,2(n+l),(n-l+e) < c(1 + t)-f(n-‘)‘(“+‘)).((2-g)‘2) 
for E > 0 sufJiciently small. 
Proof. We start with the integral inequality given by Theorem 1.2: 
IIA ’ + “‘“u(t)ll O,Z,n+I)/,n--1+&j 
Gc(l + t)-,,n-l)l,n+l)).,,2-E)/2) 
+c .I(t-s)- 
1 
((n-‘)‘(“+1)).((2-E)‘2) IIAf(~(s))ll~,~~~+~,,~~+~-~, ds. (0) 
0 
Now we have 
IlAf @II 0,2,n+l)l,n+3-d 
G 4llf”(~) vu wlo,2,n+u,,n+3--E) + Ilf '@> wIO,Z,n+ lMn+3-EJ’ 
The second term is estimated as follows: 
llf'ww/ O,Z,n+l)/(n+3--E) 
< ,iw 0,,2,n+l)/,n+3-e)),p-II)d 
+ *l~ull”-’ 0,,2,n+ l)/,n+ 3-&)),0- 1,;) IIv241 O,,Z(n+ l)/,n+3-&))(i* 
We choose fi = (n + 3 - ~)/(4 - 2~), 6 = (n + 3 - &)/(n - 1 + E) and have 
(2(n + l)/(n + 3 - E))@J - l)$ > 2(n + l)/(n - 1) because of p > (n + 3)/ 
(n - 1); consequently by Lemmata 1.1, 1.7 and 1.4: 
~~(S)Il~~:,,+I)?,n+3--s)),p-I)~ 
< IIu(s)ll~2(~y&;‘,) < c(l + S)-(4-2c)‘(“+‘). 
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In the case a<(n+3i,$n-1) we have (2(n + l)/(n + 3 - E))(CJ - l)~! < 
2(n + l)/(n - 1); thus 11 u(s)ll”-’ < c(l + S)-(4~2&)l(nt 1) 0,(2(nt I)/(n+3-E))(o-I)fi 1 
in the same way, whereas in the case o > (n + 3)/(n - 1) we conclude as 
follows. 
Assume first u < 1 + 4(n - l)/((n - 3)(n + 1)). Then the inequality 
((n + 1)/(2 - E))(u - 1) < 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E), Theorem 1.1(c), and Lemma 
1.7 give 
It remains to consider the case 6 <n < 7, (n + 2)/(n - 2) > a 2 1 + 
4(n - l)/((n - 3)(n + 1)). F or n = 6 or 7 an explicit calculation shows 
(2(n + I)/(n + 3 - s))(c - I)$ < min(2(n - 1)/(2n - (n - I)a), 2(n + I)/ 
(n - 3)), so that Theorem 1.4(c), Lemmata 1.8 and 1.9 allow essentially (up 
?*a 6 > 0 arbitrarily small in the exponent) the same estimate as above for 
II U(S)1J~,~(:(,+,)l(nt3--E))((r- ,,a. Summarizing we arrive at 
IIS’ v2u II O,Z(n+l)/(n+3-c) 
< c[(l + s)-(4-2E)‘(n+‘) + (1 + s)- (n-l)(o-1)/2+(2~E)~n-l)/(n+l)t6 
1 
x IIA ’ t “‘4wIE!“: I)/(n- 1 t E) * (1) 
Here we used 
IW(s)ll O,Z(ntl)/(n~ltE) 
<c IlA ‘+E’4U(S)ll~,~~~~,),(n- 1 tE)llA “2mI,B,Y~nt l)/(n- 1+ E)) 
where B(E) 1 0 as E 1 0, and /I A1’2u(s)llecc’ 0,2(nt l)l(n-l+e) < const by Lemma 1.2 
and the energy inequality. 
Next we want to consider IIf” Vu ~~~~~~~~~~ ,j,Cnt3-EJ. 
1. Case. u < 2, i.e., n > 5 (because of ~7 > (n + 2)/(n - 1)). We have 
IV”(u) vu Vull 0,2~n+I~/~nt3-&)~~ll~~11~,4~ntI~,~n+3-E~~ 
The Sobolev imbedding ~k,2(n+ I)/(n-I f E) c L4(n+ l)/(nt3- C) holds with a 
0 < k < 1 for 5 < n < 9, so that 
V’(u) vu V~ll0,2w 1)/(n+3-&) 
<c IIA (‘fk)‘2~l120,2~ntl~,(n-1+E) 
G c IIA w~:2(“t I)/(n-l to IlA l+ E’4d10Z::(nB:l),(n-, t&)7 
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where 19 is given by (1 + k)/2 = 19/2 + (1 - 19)(1 + e/4). Computing k and 6 
we arrive by application of Lemmata 1.2, 1.5 or 1.6 at 
IIf”(u) vu w10,2,"+l)/,n+3-&) 
<c(l +s)- ,,n-l)l,n+l)),2-n,n-5)/(2(n+l)))+h*,~) 
x IIA ’ + “4U(S)IJ 
ntn-5t38)/,,111-1),2+&)) 
O,2,n+l)/,n-l+d . (2) 
For n < 7 the last exponent is less than 1. 
2. Case. u > 2, i.e., n < 5 (because of o < (n + 2)/(n - 2)). Assumption 
(V7) leads to 
IIf”@) vu wo,2,n+ l)/,n+3-E) 
,< c(;i*ull”-2 0,,2,n+l)/,nt3-&))d,o-2) 
0,,2,n+I~,,nt3--E))~,p-2)) Il~~lI~,,4,ntl~l,nt3-&~~~~ (3) 
We choose p’= (n + 3 - c)/(5 - n), i= (n + 3 - e)/(2n - 2 - E), and 
estimate by Lemmata 1.2, 1.5 or 1.6: 
IIw~)lI:,~4~n t l)/(nt 3-E))G 
4 c llV~(s)II~~:~:E:,,,,-,) IIA’+E’4Wl~!:~n+ I)/,n-1 +a 
< c(1 + s)- ,,n-l)l,n+l)),2-h,,E)) A I+ c14U(S)[(h#) II 0.2,ntl)/,n-I+&)* (4) 
The imbedding H2y2(“t Im-’ “) c L’ for 2(n + I)/(n - 1 + E) < r < co 
which holds for n < 5 allows us to conclude for n = 5 as follows (applying 
Theorem 1.1 (c) and Lemma 1.7): 
*II*U(S)II~,~:(,+l),(n+3-~))B(o-2) + ifUtS)lIPo.(~(~+I(,(n+3-a))d(p-2) 
G c II WIK~ 
G c llwl$,,:‘l,,,.- 1 t E) IIA ‘+“‘“4MG,~:(~N:n)- 1 t E) 
< c IIA 1 + “4U(S)II 
,I-n),o-2) 
0,2,n+l)/,n-I+&), (5) 
where 0 < a < 1. We remark that y := (1 - a)(a - 2) < u - 2 < 1. The same 
conclusion holds for n = 4 and (2(n + l)/(n + 3 - E))&J - 2) 2 
2(n + I)/(n - 1 - E), i.e., u 2 2 + l/(3 + E), whereas for o < 2 + l/(3 + E) 
(and p > (n + 3)/(n - 1)) Lemma 1.1 gives 
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The integral inequality (0) by iteration now would give the result by use of 
(l)-(6), if we show for (1): 
n-l 2-E 4 - 2E --. 
n+l 2 --n+l+l 
as well as 
n-i 2-E (n-l>@-1) + (2 -Em--l) +6<- 1 n+3 --.-- 
n+l 2 2 n+l 
ifa> -; n-l 
for (2): 
I n-l 2-E n-1 n(n - 5) -.ntl -+- ( 2 _ 1 ___ 2 n+l 2(n + 1) -h)(E)- 1 I 
1 
E)) > 
(n - 1)(2-e) 





%(2M,(E))- 1 >=&q. 
All these inequalities are easily verified so that the proof is complete. 
In contrast to the case n < 7 it seems to be impossible for higher 
dimensions to get directly the corresponding estimate. We use nonlinear 
interpolation and improve the estimates step by step. First a Remark 
concerning assumption (V8), which can be easily proved: 
Iff satisfies (V8) with 1 < u < 2, then 
If’(u>-f’(v)l~cIu-~IY for all u,uE R and 1 >y>o- 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assumef satisfies (VI), (V2), (V3), (V5), (V7), (V8), where 
n+2 n+2 n+3 
,_loJ<-’ n-2 P>----9 n-l P > (J. 
Additiona& assume (V4) in the case u < (n + 3)/(n - l), and (V6) for 
u>(n+3)/(n--I),and8<n<9. Thenfort>.: 
IIA I/Z+Sg/Z+E/4U(f)ll O,*(n+l),(“p,+c) < c(1 + t)-((“-l)‘(n+‘)).((2-&)‘*) 
for E > 0 suflciently small. 
Here 6, = 4n/(n(n - 1) - 2(n + 1)) -ho(E), where ho(E) 1 0 as E 1 0. 
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Remark. Numerically we have 6, zz 0.8421 for n = 8, 6, z 0.6923 for 
n = 9. 
Proof. Theorem 1.2 leads to the integral inequality 
IIA "2+So'2+E'4~~~~l10,20~+I)l,n-l+~~ 
<c(l +t>- ,,n- I)l,?7f l))‘,(*-c)/z) 
+ c 1.’ (t - s)- ((tl-l)/(n+l)).,(2-E)/2) Al/2tS"/2 II .f(u(s)>ll O,Z,n+I)/,nt3-E) ds. 
.O 
(0) 
The imbedding Bi,, c I@*’ (cf. [ 11, Theorem 6.3.1) allows the estimate 
(where l/a + l/q^ = 1) 
IIA ‘/2 + wy-(u)~~ O,*,n+l)/,nt3-E) 
G c Ilf(U)II~~:,:Sc,,,(n+~-~)., 
I 
.m 
<c trSo sup Ilf’(u(. + h))(Vu)(. + h) o 
Ihl<t 
-f'(U('))(VU)(')~~0,2,n+l),,n+3-~) f 
-f'@('))l(vu>(* + h)l10,2c.+l),~~+3-~~$ 
+ Lf- ‘(u)ll 0,(*(ntlMn+3-e))d lIUlld:~ndg+,),,n+3--E))d., * i (1) 
If 1 > 6, > (I - 1 the first term is split up into two parts 0 < t < 1 and 
1 < t < 03 and can be treated as follows using the remark on (V8) above, the 
mean value theorem and Holder’s inequality: 
J 0" t-60 suP 11 [f'(u<' + h)) -f'("(*>)l(vu)(* + h)t/0,2(n+l),,n+3-~) f Ihl<t 
,< C(IpQ4p+E~ 0,,2,n+l)l,nt3-&)),G~+E,)d IIVUII O.,Z,n+l)/,n+3--E))d 
+ IpUp-EI = * II vu II o.,*,n+ I)/(n+3-E))(So-E~M l I. O,(Z(n+ l)l,nt3-&)h (2) 
Here c1 > 0 arbitrarily small, l/F + l/t = 1 = l/d + l/{. 
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The second term in (1) is easily estimated: 
IV ‘(UN 0,(2(n+ lmlt3-E))B 11UIIB;::,S~,),,.+.l-a,6., 
~&llp-l 0,(2(n+l)/(nt3-E))B(p-l) 
+ ;I*ull"-I o,(*(“+l),(nt3--E))~(~-~)~~ll~ 1’2+Sd2+E1’2~l10,(2(n+ I)/(nt3-&))d 
+ IIA 
1/2t60/2-&,/2ul~ 
-1. o.(zfnt I)/fnt3-E))q (3) 
We choose 4 = (n + 3 - s)/(n - 1 + E), fi = (n + 3 - s)/(4 - 2~) which gives 
(2(n + l)/(n + 3 - E))~Q - 1) > 2(n + l>/(n - 1) for P 2 (n + 3)/(n - 1) so 
that Lemma 1.1 leads to 
;iU(S)lIPo.(:(ntI)l(nt3-r))B(p-I) 
G II u(sIl 
y&/~;,,“I) < c(l + S)-f4-w~+ 1). 
(4) 
The same estimate holds for skull”-’ O,(Z~n+l)l(nt3--E))~((r--l) if 0 < (n + 3)/ 
(n- 1). Ifa>((n+3)/(n- 1) we can apply Theorem 1.1 (c) and Lemma 1.8, 
because (2(n + l)/(n + 3 -E)) p^(a - 1) < 2(n - 1)/(2n - (n - 1)~) for 
n<9: 
*IJ*U(S)ll~,~:(,+I)!(n+3-C))~(n-1) 
< c(1 + s)- (n-l)(o-1)/2t(n-1)(2-&)/(n+l)+t (5) 





1/2tSg/ZtE/4 U(p), where B(E) 1 0 as E 1 0 (6) 
and an analogous result for s, replaced by -E,. 
In order to treat (2) we set p’ such that (2(n + l)/(n + 3 - E))(c?~ + sI)j = 
2(n + l)/(n - 1). Then it is easy to calculate that the imbedding 





n(n - I)&, 
n(n- 1)-2(n+ 1) &= 2(n+l) * 
Thus we have for E, > 0 sufficiently small, 
1) Vu(s)lJ b+ &’ - II Vu(s)ll O.f2(ntrt/(n+3-&))(6,+&,)~ O,(Zfn+I)/(nt3-&))d 
<c IIA “2+Sd2+d’2~~~~llo,2~n+,~,~n-,+~~ IIA”‘Wll?‘z:~: I)/(n-l) 
<c/IA 1’2+so’2+~‘4u(s)11~,~~~~,),(n-,+~) 
* (I + s)- 
((n-l)/(ntl))(60+E,) 
(B(E) 10 as E lo>, (7) 
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where we used Lemmata 1.2, 1.5, and the energy inequality. An analogous 
result also holds for the second term of (2). 
The integral inequality (0) gives the claimed result by use of (1 j(7), 

















Under the assumptions on u and n this can be easily checked, so that the 
proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 we have for n = 9, 
t>o: 
IIA 1'2+S~'2+E'4~(f)l10,2(ntI)l(n--I+~) 
<c(l + t>- ((n-l)/(n+l)).((*-E)/z) for suflciently small E > 0. 
Here 6, = 4n/(n(n - 1) - 2(n + 1) - 2(n + l)S,) - h,(e), where h,(e) 1 0 as 
E 1 0. 
Remark. We have 6, z 0.9435. 
Proof. Replace 6, by 6, in the proof of the previous lemma. Then the 
only change is necessary for estimate (2), namely to choose j, i such 
that the imbeddings $,,,2(n+l)/(n-I+&) CL(2("tl)/("+3~E))(S,+E,)d and 
k8I+8,*(nt l)/(n-l+C) ~L(*(nf l)/(n+3-&))B hold for some 0 < i < c/2. This just 
leads to the formula for 6, above. Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. 
Now it is possible to prove the analogue of Lemma 2.1 for 8 < n < 9. 
LEMMA 2.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 we have for 
8<n<9, t>O: 
IIA ’ + “‘“u(t)ll o,z(n+ I)/(n-l+E) 
< c(1 + t)- ((n-l)/(n+l)).((*-E)/*) for E > 0 suflciently small. 
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ProoJ: We start with the inequality 
IIA 1 + e’4U(t)(l O,Z(n+l)/(n-l+&) 
<c(l +t>- ((n-l)/or+ 1)).((2-&)/2) 
+c ((t-s)- ((n-1)‘(n+‘)).((2~E)‘2) ~~Af(u(s))~~o,2C,,+ J, n 3-Ej ds. 
-0 
Estimating 
the first term can be treated exactly as in Lemma 2.2, and the second term as 
follows: 
we choose 4 such that f.jl,*(n+l)/(n-It&) C~(2(n+l)/(n+3~e))ia Then an 
explicit calculation shows HSO,*("+ 1)lCn-l + E) c L(*(nt I)/(nt 3-E))d for n = 8, 
and ffa,.*(n+l)/(n-1+&) CL(*(ntl)/(nt3-&))d for n = 9, so that Lemmata 2.2, 
2.3 and the integral inequality above give the claimed result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are jiilj?lled and in 
addition (V9). Then for 8 < n < 9, t > 0 the following estimate holds: 
IIA 
312 t f/4@)ll o,*(n+l),(n-,+E) <c(l + t)-((n-‘)‘(nf’)).((*-&)‘*) 
for 0 C E’ C E, E suflciently small. 
Proof: Applying the integral inequality 
II-4 1 + s/2+ E14U(t)lJ 0,2(ntl)/(n--1+&) 
<c(l + t)- ((n-l)/(tl+ I)).((*-&)/*) 
+c ‘l(t-S)- 
J 
((fl-])/(nt1)).((2-&)/2) A Its/* 
II f (u(s))ll o,2(nt 1)/(n+3-&) ds, 
0 
we use the imbedding tiqp c l!$, [ 1, Theorem 6.3.11 to conclude 
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/IA ’+ s’zf @II O,Z(n+l)/(n+3-E) 
< c Ilf(u)llP+~ t("+i,,(n+3--e,,l 
<c 
Ir 
.Oz t-S sup /lf”(U(. + h))(Vu)(* + h) 
0 IhI< 
x lW)(* + h) - (V~)(.)IlI0,Z~n+l),(n+3-E~ $ 
+ jn”: t-” ,shl;l$ II If”(U(* + h)) . 
-S"(~('))](v~)(')(V~)(')l10,2(n+I),(n+3-c)~ 
f jm trS sup Ilf”(U(. + h))[(Vu)(- + h) 
-0 IhI< 
-f'("('))l(v2u>(- + h)l\0,2(n+,),(n+3-c) f 
f fa: t-” ,y, Ilf’(4~)> *o 
x [(WC + h) - (V’U)(.)lllo,21,+1~,~~+~-~~~~ . 
The first and third term can be estimated by 
(1) 
c(llA I/2+6/2+E1/2UlI 0,(2(ntI)l(nt3--E))d 
+ IIA "2+6'2--E~'2410,(2(ntl)/(nt3-E))0 1 II vu II 0,(2(n+l)l(nt3-E))d~ 
using the boundedness off “. For 8 <n < 9 it is possible to choose F, s’ 
such that the imbeddings fjl.2(n+I)/(n-l+E) C~(2("tlv(nt3-~))~ and 
H 1,2(n+l)/(n-I+c) C~(2(ntl)/(nt3-C))d are valid. 
Applying Lemmata 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 2.4, the first and third term are majorized 
by 
c(1 + s)- ((n- l)/(n+1))-((2-E)/2) II A’i6/2+E/4U(~)\) O,Z(n+l)l(n-I+@ 
for 0<6<1. (2) 
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We remark that 
n-l 2--E n-l 2--E -. -+-.- 
n+l 2 n+l 2 
> 1. 
In order to treat the second term of (1) we split up the integral into two parts 
0 < t < 1 and 1 < t < co and estimate the first one by 
where e2 > 0 arbitrarily small. Here we used the boundedness off” andf”’ 
and Holder’s inequality with exponents p^,t,?. The integral for 1 < t < co is 
treated by replacing E, by -e2. Assume now for E > 0 sufficiently small the 
following estimate is known to hold: 
IIA 1t~Sj-1~‘2+E’4~(f)l10.2f”tI),~n-ItE) 
< c(l + r)- ((n-l)l(nt 1)).((2-6)/2) 7 where a,-, E [0, 1). 
This is valid for 6, := 0 according to Lemma 2.4. We want to show that an 
analog estimate holds if SiPI is replaced by Sj, where 1 > Sj > Sj- , . 
For each j the exponents ~9, 4, i can be chosen in such a way that the 
imbeddings fiItSjvZ(nt I)/(n-lt&) c LCz("+ I)/(n+3-C))P, ffl tSj-1. 2(ntl)/(n-l+&) c 
L(z(ntl)/(nt,-E))B ~ltS~~~,2(~+1)/(~~1+~~ C~(2("tI)I(nt3-&))F(Sj+E~) are valid, 
if Sj is defined by Sj = min( l,(n(5 - n) + 4(n + 1) + 2(n + l)Sj- ,)/ 
(n(n - 1) - 2(n + I)(2 + aj- 1)) - 3, w h ere E’> 0 is sufficiently small. After 
a finite number of steps Sj = 1, and the second term of (1) is majorized by 
c(1 + s>- ((n-l)/(ntl)).((2-E)/2)(1+6j) JJA’+“j/2+E/4U(~)JJI-e(E) O,z(n+ ij/tn- I + Of 
where 13(s) 10 as E 1 0. (3) 
We remark that 
n-l 2--E -. -+ n+l 2 
n-l.q(l+dj)> 1. 
n+l 
The fourth term of (1) is again split up into 0 < f & 1 and 1 < I < co. Using 
the remark before Lemma 2.2, we end up with 
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< c (IUIlT1-8-cl o,(*(n+l)/(n+3-&))i(T,-~-&,) 
x IjVU(16+El 0,(2(n+l)/(n+3-E))~(6+&,) lIV2Ull 0,(2(n+ l)/(nt3-E))4^) 
where 1 > tI > u - 1, E, > 0 arbitrarily small, l/i + l/p^ + l/q^ = 1 and a 
corresponding estimate for the integral over 1 < t < a3 (E, , t, replaced by 
-&, 3 q). 
1. Case. ~?<a- 1. We choose (2(n+ l)/(n+3-s))i=2(n+ l)/ 
@ _ 1 + E), andfl, F such that Hl,*(“tl)/(“-1+&) cL(*(“+ l)/(nt3--E))!%6t E,) and 
H2,2(n+l)l(n-l) =L(2(ntl)l(n+3-&))i(71-6-El) . This is possible for a suitable 
choice of r1 as can be shown by a long calculation, so that the fourth term of 
(1) is estimated by 
4 4l~,;n-tY,,(n-I, + IlA~ll~3~~-~i),(n-1)) 
x (IIA”*U ll%+IM- I t&j + II~4~,~~~fl~,W iad lI~4l0,2~n+ !)/(a- I t E) 
+ corresponding terms, where E, is replaced by -E, a 
The Sobolev imbedding theorem gives moreover 
IIAu II 0,2(n+ I)/(fl- 1) 
< c IIA ’ +(E’4).(n’(n+1))UI10,2(n+l)/(n-lta) 
<clIA ‘+s’4~ ll:,xn+,j,w+e~ . lIA”*~ll~,Zt)nt~)/(n--1+&)~ 
where0<8< 1, 
so that Lemmata 1.1, 1.2, 1.5-1.7, 2.4 show that the fourth term of (1) is 
majorized by 
Q + S)-((n-l)/(nt I)).(*-&)/*)(Tt I) (4) 
Again we remark that ((n - i)/(n + 1)) . ((2 - s)/(n + l))(r + 1) > 1, 
because r + 1 > o > (n + 2)/(n - 1). 
2. Case. 1>6>o-1,6<4n/(n(n-I)-2(n+l))analogoustothel. 
Case. 
3. Case. 1 > 6 > G - 1, 6 > 4n/(n(n - 1) - 2(n + 1)). Choose r, =& 
6 + E,, t2 = 6 _ E, andjj, 4 such that @.2(“+l)/(n-1+E) C,5(2(“+‘)/(“+3-E))4 
and H l,Z(n+l)/(n-l+e) =L(Z(n+l)l(n+3-E))~(6+E1) which can be shown to be 
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possible for n < 9. Apply Lemmata 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 2.4 to majorize the fourth 
term of (1) by 
C(II~~(~)IIGO,:~~+l’/(,_lth) 
+ IIAU(S)IISo~;~+l),(n-1+,)) lI~~+8’2~~~~ll~,*(n+I),~“--I+~~ 
< c(1 + s>- ((a-1)/(nt I)>.((Z-&)/2)(6--E,) A l+a/z+&/4 II ~(azo~,,,,n-I t&j’ 
where 13(s) J 0 as E 1 0. (5) 
We remark that ((n - l)/(n + 1)) . ((2 - ~)/2) + ((n - l)/(n + 1)) . 
((2 - ~)/2)(8 - el) > 1 due to 6 > 4/(n - 1). Finally the last term of (1) can 
be treated as the last term in estimate (1) of Lemma 2.2, so that (l)-(5) 
together with (0) by iteration show that [IA 1+sj’2sE’4~(t)lI0,2(n+ ,), 1 +EI < 
c(l + t)-((n-l)/(n+l)).((2-F)/2). Aft er a finite number of steps (for running j) 
the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 be jiuljilled and 
additionally (V9) and (V 10). Then for 8 < n < 9, t > 0 the following estimate 
holds : 
IIA 2 + “‘“u(t)ll 0,2fn+l)/(n-l+&) 
<c(l +t)- ((n-l)l(n+l)).((2-E)/2) for e > 0 suflciently small. 
Proof: In analogy to the previous proof we have to estimate 
ll&f(u>ll 0.2(nt 1)/(n+3-a) 
<c c 11 Da’24 ... D”‘uII 0,2(n+l)/(n+3-&) + Ilf'(U)V4U110.2(n+l)/(n+3~&), 
Xj=i IajlE4 
lajl>l (1) 
where we used the boundedness off o’ for 2 < j < 4. Let us consider the term 
IID% ..a D%I( 0,2(n+l),~“t3-~)~~II~~ll0,(2(n+,,,cn+3-~,,sll~~II~,~6~n~l)/(n+3-&~~4 
for /(x,1 = ... = I a41 = 1 = l/B + l/g. We want to choose @,G such that 
~3+&/4,2(n+l)/(n~I+~) C~(2(n+I'/(n+3-&E))d and H2+~/2,2(n+~‘/(fl~l+t’) c 
L(6(n+‘)‘(n+3--E))8. The imbedding conditions essentially lead to the inequality 
1 > (2(n + l)/(n + 3 - e))(n - 1 + e)/@(n + 1)) - (3 + e/4)/n + 
3(n - 1 + Q/(2(n + 1)) - 3(2 + E/2)/n) which has to be fulfilled to ensure 
the existence of such a pair ($, 4). 
For n = 8 one may choose E, E, E^ > 0 sufficiently small, but otherwise 
arbitrary; for n = 9 this inequahty holds, e.g., for E’= (14/l 5)E1 and E^ > 13~. 
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Thus Lemma 2.5 gives for E^ < .E 
IIDWS) *** ~n~~(S)l10,2(n+l),(“+3-E) 
G 4llA 2+ %(S)ll 0.2(n+l)l(n--l+d + lIA"2~(Sllo,*(n+ IMn-led 





wll&(en(~*,,(n- I t E) + 113 
where 0 < 6(e) 1 0 as E 10. 
In a similar manner it is also possible to estimate for /a, 1 = / az / = 1, 
)a,I=2: 
Il~"W~) Dn*ds> ~a'wlO,*(n+ l)/(n+3-&) 
< c(l t s>- 
(2(n-l)/(n+1)).((2-&)/2) A>+&/4 
(II mllz%,,n- I t E) f 11, 
IID"'U(S) Da2~(SNo,2~"t l)/(n+3-&) 
< c(l + s>- 
(2(n-l)/(n+l)).((2-&)/2) for Ia,1 = Ia21 = 2, 
lI~"'U(S) ~a2w10.2bIt 1)/(n+3-&) 
<c(l +s>- 
((n-l)/(n+1)).((2-&)/2) AZ+&/4 
II ~@II~,~~rE~l,,~n~ I t E)' 
The last term of (1) is treated as in the previous lemmata, so that the claim 
follows as before by iterated use of the integral inequality, when we remark 
that (2(n - l)/(n t I)) . ((2 - s)/2) > 1. 
Corresponding estimates for lower dimenions are much easier. So we have 
the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold and 
additionally (V9) and 6 < n < I. Then we have for t > 0: 
IIA 3'2 + e'4U(t)JI 0,2(n+ I)/(Pl- 1 +e 
Gc(l + t)-((n-l)l(ntI)).((2--E)/2) if E > 0 is suflciently small. 
ProoJ We have to estimate (~A3’*f(u)I(,,,~,, ,j,(nt 3--Ej. Using the chain 
rule, the boundedness off” and f N’ and the previous decay it is not too hard 
to show by the Sobolev imbeddings that for I a, I = I a2 I = I a3 I = 1: 
Ilf"'~~~~a1~~a2~~a3~l10,2~"+I)/(nt3-&) 
G c(llAull O,Z(n+l)/(n--1+&) + IIA"Z~Ilo,2cnt IMn-l+eJ2 
. W 3'2u II 0,2(ntl)/(n-I+E) + IIA 1'2~l10.2~"+ IMn-It 0) 
2 ((n-l)/(n+l)).((2-E)/*) <c(l +s)- . (II 
A3/2+&/4 
wll~,~~~~l,,(n- I t&j + 11, 
0 < B(E) 1 0 as E 1 0. 
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Similarly one has for Ia,1 = 1, la,( = 2: 
IvYu> F’U ~a*410,2(n+ 1)/,n+3-C) 
G wu II O,Z(n+l)/,n-I+E) + II~~‘2~llo,*~n+l),(n-I+,,)Z 
<c(l +s>- z~(,n-ll/(n+l))~,,z-E)/2) 
and an estimate as before for IIf’ V3~110,2(n+ lI,,n+3-C) so that as above the 
proof is completed. 
The aim of the following lemma is to show that suitable LPb-norms of 
derivatives of u enjoy a faster rate of decay if p: > 2(n + l),/(n - 1 + E), 
namely, more or less the same as the linear equation prescribes. Here and in 
the following let p; := 2(n - 1)/(2n - (n - l)o), p, := 2(n - l)/ 
((n - 1)a - 2). 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume (Vl)--(V5), where (n+2)/(n-l)<a<(n+3)/ 
(n - l), p > 3, and 4 < n < 5. Moreover assume (n’ + 6n - 3)/(4(n - 1)) - 
((n + 1)/4)u < y/2 < (n’ + 8n - 5)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + l/4)0, y > 0. Then 
for t > 0 the following estimate holds: 
II.4Y’2u(t)llo,p; < c(1 + tp+ ‘)‘2-((“P1)‘2)o. 
ProoJ Theorem 1.2 gives the integral inequality 
IIAY’2u(t)llo,,L< ~(1 + t)(n+‘)‘2-((n-‘)‘2)o 
+ c ! -’ (t - s) 0 
(n + 1)‘2--((n - 1)‘210 11 AOf(u(~))ll~,~~ ds, 
where p = (n - 1)/4 - (n + 1)(2n - (n - l)o)/(4(n - 1)) + y/2 lies between 
l/2 and 1, so that the nonlinear term can be estimated by (l/e + l/g = 1): 
w-‘(u) VZ~llO,,~ + IIf” vu v410,,o + IIf’@) v410,,o~ 
< &1l~,&,)~ + T4z,& l,p-Mlv2410,,g + II W0.P~) 
+ Ilf”tu) vu vu Ilo,p,l* (1) 
We choose p,B = 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E) which gives p,(a - l)p^ < 
2(n + l)/(n - 1); thus 




by Lemma 1.1. 
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The same estimate holds for if~(s)]]~;~~,-,~~, 
2(n+l)/(n-l),ifp>3anda<(n+3)/(~~1). 
because p,@ - l)p^ > 
Thus the right hand side of (1) with the exception of the last term can be 
estimated by c(1 + s)~~~~‘~~~~~~~~~~~‘~‘~~~‘~~, if we apply Lemmata 1.1 and 
2.1. We remark that -o + 2/(n - 1) < - 1 for u > (n + 2)/(n - l), so that it 
remains to estimate ]]f”(u) Vu VU ]]O,P,. 
If u ( 2, thusf” bounded, and 2p, < 2(n + I)/(n - l), Lemma 1.2 and the 
energy inequality show that this term can be majorized by 
c(l + s)- n+((n-1)/2)0 3 where -n + ((n - 1)/2)a < - 1. 
If o < 2 and 2p, > 2(n + l)/(n - I), the imbedding H’Y2(nf1)‘(n-‘+E) c Lzpm 
is valid, and Lemmata 1.2 and 2.1 imply an estimate by 
c(l + s)- 2~((n-l)l(n+l))~((2-&)/2) 
The remaining case u > 2 and 12 = 4 is treated as follows (where 
1/J?+ l/G= 1): 
Setting 2p,e= 2(n - l)/(n - 2), we find p,(u - 2)p”= 2; thus 
There 6, > 0 by Lemma 1.1. An estimate of the same type holds for 
II Wlk;~c,-2,+ because p,(u - 2)@ > 2(n + l>/(n - l), if p > 3, 
u < (n + 3)/(n - 1). Furthermore 2(n - l)/(n - 2) < 2(n + l)/(n - 1) so 
that Lemma 1.2 and the energy inequality give ]]Vu(s)(]~,,,~ < c(l + s))‘. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
The corresponding result for u > (n + 3)/(n - 1) is given in 
LEMMA 2.9. Assume (Vl)-(V3), (V5)-(V7), where (n + 3)/(n - 1) < u < 
(n + 2)/(n- 2), u ( 2n/(n - I), p> 3, 4 <n < 5. Then for O< y/2< 
(n’ + 8n - 5)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)u, t > 0 we have 
JJAY’2u(t)I(0,pk < c( 1 + t)(“+ 1)‘2--(‘n-‘)‘2)o . log(2 + t). 
Proof. Theorem 1.2 gives with the same p as in the foregoing proof: 





(“+ 1)‘2--((n-‘)‘2)a I(ADf(u(s))l(,~,ods 
+ 
I 
I:2 /I&-“12 sin[A “‘(t - s)]f(u(s))]]o,P; ds. 
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Consider the first integral. We have 0 <p < 1, so that in addition to 
the terms in Lemma 2.8 we have to estimate ]lf(~)l],,~,. The term 
IV”(u) vu vu IICLP, is treated as before but the expression i u(s)~]~,;~(~-~)+ is 
just bounded because p,@ - 2)fi > 2 if p > u and I] u(s)]~,,~ is bounded due to 
Theorem 1.1 (c). Moreover the case c = 2 can occur, so that the log-term has 
to be added. 
Choose p,q^ = 2(n + l)/(n - l), l/p^ + l/q^ = 1; thus 2 < p,(o - l)fi < 
2(n - I)/(n - 3 + E), if c > (n + 3)/(n - I), so that Lemmata 1.7, 2.1 and 
Theorem 1.1 (c) show that 
Ilf’Ms)> V2wllo,~‘o < cc1 + s)-‘. 
In just the same way the remaining term I]f(~)]l~,~, can be treated, so that the 
first integral is majorized by c(1 + t) cnt 1)/2-((n--1)/*b . log(2 + t)* 
For the second integral we first use Sobolev’s imbedding and then 
Theorem 1.2: 
llA’y-“‘2 sin[A “*(f - ~)]f(u)ll~,~, 
<c IIA (k-y-‘)‘2 sin[A”*(t - s)]f(u)l],,,, 




where l/p: = l/r’ - k/n, l/r + l/r’ = 1. 
We choose Y’ = 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E), so that -(n - 1)/2 + (n - 1)/r’ = 
-1+e/2, and O<k/2+y/2+(n-l)/4-(n+1)/(2r’)<l (using o> 
(n + 3)/(n - 1)). Th us we have to estimate 
lb-“(u) VUVUII O,*(n-l)/(ntlLE) 
+ IIf’ V2ull o,*(n-l)/(n+lLa) + Ilf~~~IIo,*~n-l~,~n+1-E)’ 
First we conclude 
IIf” vu V~II0,2wMn+ 1-C) 
<cIIu/I”--2 - “IlV~II~,(4(n-l),(n+1~E))4; O,(Z(rI l)/(n+l~s))(o~*)p 
set (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))(u - 2)p = 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E), which implies 
(4(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))B < 2(n + l)/(n - l), if CJ < (n + 2)/(n - 2), so that 
Lemmata 1.5-1.7 give an estimate by c(1 + s)(~“)‘~~((~-‘)‘*‘~-~‘~. Secondly 
Ilf’(u> v*u II 0,2(n-l)/(nt I--E) 
<cIIuIl”-l ~ _ IIV2uII O,(Z(n l)/(ntl-&))(0-l)P 0,(2(fl- I)l(n+ I--E))d) 
choose (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - e))c = 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E); thus 2 < 
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(2(n-l)/(n+l-s))(u-l)p”<2(n-l)/(n-3+c) for (n+3)/(n-l)< 
u < (n + 2)/(n - 2). 
Consequently Lemmata 1.7, 2.1 and Theorem 1.1(c) imply the same 
bound as before. In an analogous manner Ilf(~)jl,,~~~- ,),(,,+ ,--Ej can be 
estimated, so that the second integral is bounded by c( 1 + t)‘“+ 1)‘2--(‘“-‘)‘2)o, 
and thus the lemma is proved. 
Now we are in the position to formulate the uniform decay results, at first 
for dimension 4 < n < 5. 
THEOREM 2.10. Assume (VI), (V2), (V3), (V5), (V7), where 
(n + 2)/(n - 1) < u < (n + 2)/(n - 2), a<2n/(n-1), p>3, 4<n<5. In 
the case o < (n + 3)/(n - 1) assume in addition (V4); if o > (n + 3)/(n - 1) 
assume (V6). Then the following decay holds for t > 0: 
IIU(t)llo,m < c(1 + t)‘“+1)‘2-“n-‘)‘2)u, n+3 if a<-, n-1 




Prooj Ifu<(n+3)/(n-1) we use Sobolev’s imbedding to conclude 
II Wllo,, < 41AYt’2Wlo.p; + IIAY2’2~Wllo,p~>~ 
where $< Gn-(n-%1 <yz 
4(n - 1) 2’ 
This is valid under the assumptions on u and n above. Thus Lemma 2.8 
completes the proof, and similarly Lemma 2.9 gives the result for 
u>(n+3)/(n- 1). 
THEOREM 2.11. Assume (Vl)-(V3), (V5)-(V7), where 2n/(n - 1) < u < 
(n + 2)/(n - 2) (i.e., n = 4), p > u. Then for t > 0: 
IIu(t)llo,m < c(l + t)-‘3’2)+E for E > 0 arbitrary. 
Proof: If 0 < y/2 < (5 - n)/4 + (n + 1)/(2p’), p’ < co sufficiently large, 
we conclude 
IIAY’*Wllo,,~ 
<c(l + t)- ‘n-l)/*+(n-l)/p’ 
J 
.I/2 
+c ‘tl (t _ s)-‘n-1)/2+(n-1)/P’ II/, - 1)/4-(?I+ 1)/‘*P’) t Y/2f(u(s))llo,p & o 
+ j;i2 ((A’Y-“‘2 sin[A”‘(t - ~)lf(~(~))llo,,. ds, 
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where l/p + l/p’ = 1 and l/2 < (n - I)/4 - (n + 1)/(2p’) + y/‘/2 < I. So, in 
order to estimate the first integral, we consider at first 
Because of 2 ( up ( 2(n + l)/(n - 1) this follows from Lemmata 1.1, 1.6 
and Theorem 1.1(c). Furthermore Ilf’(u)V*ull,,, < c IlullS,;; IIV*U~~~,~~, 
which gives the same estimate by use of Lemma 2.1. As [If’(u) VuII,,, can be 
handled in the same way, we know that the first integral can be estimated by 
c(1 + r) (n-1)/2+(n~I)/p’ 
The second integral is treated by applying first Sobolev’s imbedding and then 
Theorem 1.2: 
IIA’y-1”2 sin[A”*(t - s)]f(u)llo,p, 
<c IIA (kty-1)‘2 sin[A”*(t - s)]f(~)ll~,~, 
< c(t _ S)-W*)+3/r’ IIA(k+~)/*+3/4-~/(*~‘)f(~)~~~,~~ 
Here l/p’ = l/r’ - k/4, r’ = 6/(1 + E), r = 6/(5 - E), thus -(3/2) + 3/r’ = 
s/2 - 1, l/2 < (k + y)/2 + 3/4 - 5/(2r’) < 1, so that we have to estimate 
Choose (6/(5 - E))$ = 2(n + l)/(n - 1); thus (6/(5 - E))J?((T - 1) < 
2(n - l)/(n - 3 + > E , so that Lemmata 1.6, 1.7, and Theorem 1.1(c) lead to 
II A “‘fG4~>)ll o,6,(5-e) < c(1 + s))(3’*)0+5’Z-E’2 < c(1 + S)-(3’2)-E’2. 
It remains to consider II A~(u)~~~,~,~~ --EI. The term IIf’ V*u 110,6,0 - E, which 
appears here is treated just as before, whereas 
IV”(u) vu vu II 0,6/(5-8) Gc II”ll~,~6:(5-~,,(o-2,6 llvu~i:,(12/(5~e))4* 
We choose (12/(5 - E))$ = 2(n + l)/(n - 1); thus (6/(5 - E))(u - 2)$ < 
2(n - l)/(n - 3 + ) E , so that Lemmata 1.6, 1.7, and Theorem 1.1(c) give 
l/j-“(u(s)) Vu(s) vu(s)ll,,,,(,~,) < c(1 + S))(3’2)0+5’2PE’2 
< c(1 + S)-(3’*)P&‘*. 
The second integral is therefore majorized by c(1 + t)-‘3’2’, so that 
~~AY%(t)~~,,,, < c(1 + c)-‘~‘*‘+~‘~‘. The imbedding H”2,p’ c L* completes 
the proof. 
Corresponding results for dimension 6 < it < 7 are given in the next 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.12. Assume (Vl)-(V5), (V7), (V9), where (n + 2)/(n - 1) < 
u < (n + 3)/(n - l), p > 3, and 6 & n Q 7. Then for t > 0 and (n” + 6n - 3)/ 
(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)a < $2 < (n’ + 10n - 7)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)a 
we have 
~(Ay%(t)J~,,,~ < c(1 + t)cn+ 1)‘2-((n-1)‘2)o. 
Proof: The concept is the same as in Lemma 2.8 but here we have 
l/2 < 0 < 3/2, so that we have to estimate additionally /If’(u) V3~IJ0,P,, 
V”(u) vu v2410,pJ and /[f”‘(u) Vu Vu VU ll,,P,. 
The first one is treated as before, applying Lemma 2.7, and the second one 
as follows: 
IIf” vu V2410,,~ < cll%3,&~ Ilv2410,p,~. 
Choose p,J = 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E), apply the imbedding ZYZ~~~(“+‘)‘(“-“~~ c 
LpaC which holds under the assumptions on u and n above, and use 
Lemmata 1.2, 2.1, and 2.7, so that 
Ilf”(U(S)) Vu(s) v2u(s)Jlo,p, < c(1 + S)-Z.((n-I)‘(n+‘)).((2- E)‘Z). 
Finally we have the imbedding H2*2(nt ‘M’-~ “) c L3pu so that 
Ilf”‘W)) Vu(s) ws> W~IlO,P, G c II WN3,~ 
<c(l +s)- 3.((n-l)l(n+l)).((2-E)/2) 
The proof is complete. 
The following is a preparation for the next one. 
LEMMA 2.13. Assume (Vl)-(V3), (V5)--(V7), where (n + 2)/(n - 2) > 
o>(n+3)/(n- 11, P>U, n = 6. Then IIA”2~(f)llo,2cn-I,lcn-3+E~ < 
c(1 + t)-'+c'2 for e > 0 suficiently small. 
ProoJ: We have 
lIA”2u(Oll O,Z(n-l)/(n-3+&j 
< c(1 + t)-'+E'2 + c J' (t - w+&12 ~IA~f(U(s))llo,2~n-,,,~,+ l--E) h 
0 
where ~=(n+1)/4-(n-l)(n-3++)/(4(n-1))=7/10-(7/20)s, so that 
we have to estimate Ilf’(~)V~I10,2~n-~~~~n-~+E~~ Ilf’(~)V2~l10,2~n-~~/(,_j+E) 
and [If”(u) Vu VU~~~,~~~-,~,~~+,-~~. First of all we have 
Ilf ‘@I Vull 0,2(n-l)l(n-3+E) 
<cIIuIIO-’ - ^ IIVUII 0,(2(n I)l(n+l--s))(o--l)P 0,(2(n-l,l(n+l-~,)8~ 
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and choose (Z(n - I)/@ + 1 -E))@ = (2(n + I))/(n - 1 + E) such that 
2 < (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))(U - l)p^ < 2(n - l)/(n - 3 + E). Thus Lem- 
mata 1.6, 1.7 and Theorem 1.1(c) lead to 
Ilf’(u(s)) VU(S)I10,2(n-l),(n-3+E) Q c(1 + S)-((n-l)‘*)o+(n+‘)‘*-E’* 
< c(1 + s)-‘-&I*. 
The second term is treated similarly, and the imbedding H2*2(nt1)‘(“P’+ ‘) c 
L4(n-‘)‘(n+‘--E) together with Lemma 2.7 leads to 
Ilf”W)) Vu(s) Wsll o,2(n-*),(n+,--E) <c(l +S)-(*(n-‘)‘(n+‘)).((2~e)‘2), 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.14. Assume (VlHV3), (V5HV7), W), where 
(n + 3)/(n - 1) <u < (n + 2)/(n - 2), p > (T, 6 < n < 7. Then for t > 0 and 
0 Q y/2 < (n’ + 10n - 7)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)a the foflowing estimate 
holds: 
11 A”‘*u(t)ll,,,; < c( 1 + t)(“+ 1)‘2--((n- ‘)‘*)O . log(2 + t), 
ProoJ We start as in the poof of Lemma 2.9 and arrive at 




(t-s) (n+1)‘2-((n-1)‘2)o Ilf(u(s))lj3,,,ds 
+ I,* I A’Y- I)/* 
! 1 
sin[A “*(t - s)]f(~(s))l]~,~~ ds. 
Consider the first integral. The terms ]lf(~)]],,~, +]I f '(u) V3ul(,,,e are 
estimated as in Lemma 2.9 by c(l + s)-l, if we apply Lemmata 1.7, 2.7, and 
Theorem 1.1 (c). 
Next we have 
We choose p&j = 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E). Then we have either 
p,h > 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E) and conclude as in Lemma 2.12 that 
11 f "(u(s)) Vu(s) V2~(s)]],,P0 < ~(1 + s)-*(~~-‘)‘(““))~((*-~)‘*), or we have 
2 < p,fi ( 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E), so that Lemmata 1.5, 1.6, the energy 
inequality and Lemma 2.1 lead by interpolation to 
Ilf”(U(S)) Vu(s) v2u(s)(l,,,o < c(1 + s)-“+(n+1)U’2 < c(1 + s)-‘Y 
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6 > 0 because u < 2. The term /[f”‘(u) Vu Vu VU~~,,~~ is estimated by 
c(l + s)- 3((n-1)‘(“+‘))‘((2--E)‘2) as in Lemma 2.12, so that the first integral is 
majorized by 
c(l + t) (n+ 1)/2-((n-l)/Zb . log(2 + q* 
The second integral is in analogy to Lemma 2.9 estimated by 
c :/2 (t - S)-1+E’2 lIf~~~~~~ll3,2~n-I~,~n+l-~~ ds, 
I 
and moreover as before 
Ilf(~(~))llo,2~“-‘),(n+ I--E) + Ilf’(u@>) V3~ml,2,,- I),(n+ 1 --E) 
<c(l -s)- ((n-I)/Z)ot(nt1~/2-EI2 
The imbedding ~2,2(n+l)/(n-It&) C,56(n-lMn+l-&) together with 
Lemmata 1.5 and 2.7 gives 
Ilf”‘W)) Ws) ws> W~)llO,2(,- I),(n+ I-&) 
G ~II~~~~~lI~,6~n-I~/~n+l-E) 
<c(l +s)- (3(n-l)l(n+l)).((2-&)/2) 
<c(l +s)- ~~n-I~/2~ot~ntl~/2-~/2 
Finally we estimate 
Il./-“(u) vu V2~l10,2(“--l),(“+l-E) 
G c II vu II O,(Z(n-1)/(nt 1--E))C lI~2~l10,~2~n-l~,~nt1_E),8, 
and choose (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))B = 2(n + l)/(n - 1 + E). The imbedding 
~2,2(n+1Mn-1+0 C~(2(“-lMntl-E))p^ in connection with Lemmata 1.5, 1.6, 
2.7 gives 
IIS”@( Vu@> V2Wl 0,2(n-l),(“t,-E) < c(1 + S)-2.((n--l)‘(“+‘)).((2-&)‘2). 
If n=7 we have 2(n-l)/(n+l)>((n-1)/2)a-(n+1)/2 so that 
(1 + S)-2.((n-1)/(n+l)).((2-E)/2) Q (1 + S)-((“-1)/2)Ut(n+l)/2-E/2. If n = 6 we 
have (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))$ < 2(n - l)/(n - 1 + E) so that Lemma 2.13 
gives 
Ilf”W>) Vu(s) V24~)ll 0,2(n-,),(n+,-c) Q c(l + S)-(n-3)‘2--E’2 
<c(l +s)- 
((n-1)/2)ot(n+l)/2-E/2 
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All these estimates show that the second integral is majorized by 
c(1 + t)- ((n--1)/2)o+(n+l)/2 so that the lemma is proved. 
Now we are able to formulate the uniform decay results for dimension 
6<n<l. 
THEOREM 2.15. Assume (Vlk(V3), (V5), (V7), (V9), bhre 
(n + 2)/(n - 1) < 0 < (n + 2)/(n - 2), P 2 3, and 6<n<l. If 
IT<(n+3)/(n-1) assume (V4); if o > (n + 3)/(n - 1) assume (V6). The 
following estimates are valid for t > 0: 




IIu(t)ll,,, < c(1 + tpt 1)‘2-((n-‘)‘2)o * log(2 + t), n+3 if a>---. 
n-l 
Proof: Use Lemmata 2.12 and 2.14 and conclude as in Theorem 2.10. 
Finally the case of space dimension 8 or 9 has to be considered. 
LEMMA 2.16. Assume (Vl)-(V5), (V7)-(VlO), where (n + 2)/(n - 1) < 
u ((n + 3)/(n - l), p> 3, and 8 <n < 9. Then for t>O and 
(n’ + 6n - 3)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)a < y/2 < (n’+ 12n-9)/(4(n - l))- 
((n + 1)/4)(r the following decay holds: 
IIAy’2u(t)(l,,,; < c(1 + t)(n+1)‘2-((n-‘)‘2)o. 
ProoJ We start with the same inequality as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 
but here we have l/2 <p < 2, so that we have to estimate in addition to 
Lemma 2.12: 
The term II f ‘(u) V4u IlO,P; can be treated as in Lemma 2.8 by application of 
Lemma 2.6, whereas each of the other terms with 2 < i < 4 can be estimated 
by c IID% ..a D”iuII 0.p; < c n:= 1 IID”ju Ilo.p;pj’ where Cj=,(l/pj) = 1. It can 
be shown that the imbedding H4q2cn +IMP- 1 + &) c HlajlJ’Apj holds for suitable 
pj, if n < 9, so that Lemmata 2.6 and 1.2 show that each of these terms can 
be majorized by ~(1 + s)-(~(~-‘)“~“‘)‘((~-~)‘~) which is enough to complete 
the proof as in Lemma 2.8. 
LEMMA 2.17. Assume (Vl)-(V3), (V5)-(VlO), where (n + 3)/(n - 1) < 
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o<(n+2)/(n-l), p>o, and 8<n<9. Then we have for t>O and 
0 ,< y/‘/2 < (n’ + 12n - 9)/(4(n - 1)) - ((n + 1)/4)a: 
IlAY’2mlo,p~ s 41 +0 (n+l)/Z-((n-I)lZ)o . 142 + l). 
Proof. We start as in Lemma 2.14 and estimate the integral over 
0 < s < t/2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.16 with the exception that the terms 
IV (mI,p, and Ilf’W ~a410,po~ 1 </czJ <4, are estimated by c(1 +s)-’ as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.9. In order to estimate the integral over t/2 < s < t, 
we have to treat the term 
llf(4114,2~n- I),(n+ 1-E) G Ilf@IIO,*~n- I),(n+ I -&) 




The terms llfWlI0,2~n-i~l~n+ I--E) and IV’@4 V4410,2~n-l~,~n+ I--E) are estimated 
by c(1 +s)- ((n-1)‘2)of(n t’)‘Z-E’2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.9, whereas the 
rest can be majorized by terms of the form (where 2 < i ,< 4) 
j= I 
where 
It is possible to choose pj in such a way that the imbeddings 
H 4.*(nt I)/(n-I t&) c Hlajl,(*(n-')/(n+ I-&))Pj hold for n < 9. Thus Lemmata 2.6, 
1.5, 1.6 lead to the bound c(l + s)- Z((n-l)/(nt1)).((2-&)/2). We remark that 
2(n-I)/(n+l)>((n-1)/X)0-(n+1)/2 so that the second integral can 
be majorized by c(1 + t)- (fn-1)/2)ot (“+ i)“. Thus the lemma is proved. 
The last two lemmata directly lead to 
THEOREM 2.18. Assume (Vl) - (V3), (VS), (V7)-(VlO), where 
(n + 2)/(n - 1) < u ( (n + 2)/(n - l), p = 3, 8 < n < 9. Moreover assume 
(V4), if o < (n + 3)/(n - l), and (V6), if a > (n + 3)/(n - 1). Then for t > 0 
the following estimates hold: 
11 u(t)llo,m < c(l + t)(n+1)‘2--((fl--)‘2)u, 




Proof We apply Lemmata 2.16 and 2.17 and conclude as in 
Theorem 2.10. 
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Remarks. (I) If one assumes more regularity about the nonlinearity f 
(and boundedness of the derivatives), then it is not hard to show the same 
estimates for each spatial derivative of u in the cases n < 9. 
(2) If n > 10 this method gives estimates for some LP-norms of the 
solution, but this is not enough to give uniform bounds. 
(3) It is easy to construct a class of nonlinearities which satisfies all 
the assumptions which had to be imposed. An example is given by 
where h(s) is a regular function for s # 0 with the properties h(s) = ] s ]p-u for 
]s]<l, d,<h(s)gd, for Is]>1 (d,,d,>O), h’(s)s>O for ]s]>l, and 
(h”‘(s)] < cjs-’ for /s/ > 1 (1 < j Q j,,). Roughly speaking, this means that f 
has to behave as Js]“-is, if s+O, and ]s]~-‘s ifs+ co. 
(4) The existence of global strong solutions is known according to a 
paper of Heinz and von Wahl [5] for arbitrary n, if the nonlinearity f(s) is 
bounded by ]s]~‘(~-‘) and has a nonnegative primitive function. There are 
also results under weaker growth assumptions due to Brenner and von 
Wahl [3]. The existence of global regular (classical) solutions is known 
according to papers of Brenner and von Wahl (31 and the author [8], [9] if 
f(s) (essentially) is bunded by ]sJ(“+ ‘M’~ 2)- E, F > 0, as ] s ] + co, and f has a 
nonnegative primitive function, and the space dimension fulfills n < 9. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SCATTERING STATES 
For the sake of simplicity we want to concentrate in the following on the 
Cauchy problem 
u,, - Au + f(u) = 0, 4x9 0) = $(x)3 u,(x, 0) = v(x), 
wheref(u) = c]u]p-‘u, c > 0. 
We define an energy norm by ]] u(t)& := (I] VU(C)]]~,~ + ]( ~,(t)]]~,~)“’ for 
finite right hand side. According to [ 12, Lemma 4.41, the following is valid: 
if u is a strong solution of the problem above, then there exist solutions u* of 
the linear equation utf - Au = 0 (free solutions) with the property: 
II w - u * @IL + 0 as f+ fco, provided the following condition is satisfied: 
I‘+ m Ilf@w)llo,2 dt < 03. 
--cc 
These solutions u* are called the scattering states. So, our aim is to show the 
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validity of (*) for suitable p and n. This is more or less a direct consequence 
of Section 1 if p > (n + 3)/(n - 1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (n + 3)/(n - 1) < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2), if 4 < n < 
10, and (n + 3)/(n - 1) <p < (n2 - 3n + 6)/(n - 2)(n - 3) ifn > 11. Under 
these assumptions there exist free solution u* such that 
II 44 - u* (t>lle -+ 0 as t+foo. 
Pro05 From Lemmata 1.5 and 1.6 we conclude (with c =p): 
II A “*u(t)ll o.*(n+,),(n-l) <c(l + t)-(n-‘)‘(n+l), and from Lemma 3.7: 
lI~(t)l10,2(n-l~,(n-3+E) G 41 + f)-‘+E’2) so that an interpolation with 
II 40llll.2 G c following from Theorem 1.1 (c) directly gives : 
II u Wll ,,qn+,),(“-,) <c(l + t)-(n-‘)‘(n+l’. 
The imbedding H132(“+ l)/(n-l) c 
Lzp which holds for (n + l)/(n - 1) <p < (n + 2)/(n - 2) shows that 
l+“’ IlfWNllo,~ dt = j+LD Il4tIl~,z, dt -cc 
<c. 
+CQ 
i (1 + t>- 
((n-lb/cm+ l))P dt -m 
< c(“: (1 + t)-(n+3)‘(n+‘) dt < co, 
co 
ifP>(n+3)/(n- 1). 
Remark. It is easy to show that the same result holds for nonlinearities f 
satisfying (Vl)-(V6), where p > u, p > (n + 3)/(n - l), and 
(n + 2)/(n - 1) < ff < (n + 2)/(n - 2) for 4 < n < 10, (n + 2)/(n - 1) < u < 
(n* - 3n + 6)/((n-2)(n- 3)) for n > 11. One has just to apply 
Lemmata 1.1, 1.5-1.7. 
If p < (n + 3)/(n - 1) the results do not directly follow from Section 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose p < (n + 3)/(n - l), p < (n’ - n + 3 + 
d8n2 - 8n + 9)/(n’ - n - 2) =: u(n), 4 < n < 7. Assume moreover p > pO, 
where p0 is the (unique) zero of the polynomial 
P,(p) := 2fn - l)p3 + (-nZ + 5n - 10)~’ + (2n2 - 4n - 14)~ 
+ (-nZ - 3n - 6). 
Then there exist free solutions u* such that (( u(t) - u * (t)ll, -+ 0 as t + f co. 
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Remark. Numerically one has 
2.1122 < p < 2.3333 for n = 4, 
1.8495 < p < 2 =- for n = 5, 
1.6895 < p < 1.7421 W(6)) for n = 6, 
1.5815 <p < 1.5894 W(7)) for n = 7. 
Pro05 Theorem 1.2 leads to 
IIA k’*+((~+1)‘(4(~-1)))~U(t)~~0,*(n~,),(n~3+~) 
< c(l + t)-1+e’2 
+c ‘t(l-s)- I I+‘/2 IIAk’2+1”“-1’f(~(~>)llo.zcn-,~,~n+~-~) ds. 0 
We choose k=((n+3)/(n- 1)--p)/@- l)+C As k/2+ l/(n- 1)~ l/2 
under the assumptions on p above, an analog estimate as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.4 (with 6, > 0 arbitrary small) gives (where l/p^ + l/q^ + l/i= 1) 
IIA k’2+“(n-1w~I10,2w,~n+l-&) 
G c 1141 p(l-k-2/c+1)-S,) o,(Z(n-l)/(n+l-6)) Bp(l~k--Zl0--1)~6,) 
. IIUII~P-l~(k+2/~n-l~+S,~ 
0,(2(n l)/(n+lb~)) &p-ll)(kt2l(n-I)+S,) 
. IIVUII k+2/(n-l)+S, O,(Z(n-l)/(n+l-~))i(k+Z/(n-1)+6,) 
+ corresponding terms with 6, replaced by -6,. 
We choose p^, 4 such that (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - s))&(l - k - 2/(n - 1) 
- 8,) = (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - s))g@ - l)(k + 2/(n - 1) + S,) = p + 1. An easy 
calculation shows that (2(n - l)/(n + 1 - E))i(k + 2/(n - 1) + 8,) = 2 + 6, 
where 6 > 0 can be made arbitrarily small by suitable choice of E, 6,) E^. An 
analog estimate holds for the terms where 6, is replaced by -6,. The boun- 
dedness of IIW~Ilo,2+s following from Lemma 1.2 leads to 
IIA k’2+1’(n-‘)f(~(~))I10,2~n-I~,(n+ L--E) 
< c /I U(S)ll;,;pk;12’(n- ‘1 
<c(l +s)- In+l-~n-l~~l~/~~n-l~~p--l~~+i 3 
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where g > 0 arbitrarily small, by application of Theorem 1.1. The exponent is 
seen to be > -1; thus the integral inequality above gives 
IIA k’2+((n+‘)‘(4(n-‘)))&U(f)l10,2(n~,),(n~3+E) 
Gc(l + t)-[(n-l)p-(n+l)]2/((ni)(p-l))+: 
The imbedding H ‘k+((n+l)/(2(n-1)))~,2(fl-l)/(n-3tE) ,-L’ can be shown to hold 
with an r > 2p iff p < a(n), so that we can interpolate to get 
where 0 < 0” < 1 is defined by 1/(2p) = 6/r + (1 - o’)/@ + 1). 
An estimate for the second factor follows from Theorem 1.1 (b), so that we 
arrive at 
IlfW>Ilo,2 
G c II WK.2, 
<clIA k’2+((n+‘)‘(4(n-‘)))~U(t)~~~,2(“-,),(n-3iE) . IIu(t)ll&“;, 
( ([ntl~(n-l)pl~l((n-1~(p-1~~~~t~l~+l-~nl)p~ <c(l +t) - 
The exponent can be shown to be < - 1, if p > pO, which completes the proof. 
In the case p > a(n) we first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume p < (n + 3)/(n - 1), p > a(n), n > 6 arbitrary. Then 
for t > 0 we have 
II A “‘U@)ll o,*(n+ I)/(n- 1) 
Q c(l + t)-o-lMnt 1) 
+c(l +t) (2(Pt I)+In+l-(n-l)pl(P-1)(n+ I))l((nt I)[nt3-(n-l)pj)t E 
for E > 0. 
ProojI Theorem 1.2 gives 
II-4 1’2~ttN O,*(nt I)/(n-I) 
< c(l + t)-(n-l)l(n+l) 
+ c .f (t _ S)-(n-Iv(n+ 1) 
J 
IIA “*f~WIl0,2~,+ 1)/(n+3) ds. 
0 
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We estimate 
IIA “‘f (u>ll 0,2(n+ I)l(n+3) 
G c Il4lii’,c:c,+ 1)/(n+3))(p-1)~ lIA”*~IlO,~2~n+ 1)/(n+3))i 
and choose (2(n + I)/(n + 3))@ - l)@ =p + 1; thus 2 < (2(n + l)/ 
(n + 3))8 < qn + l)/(n- l>, so that an interpolation leads to 
II A “*f (UN 0,2(n+l)/(n+3) 
<c Il~ll;,;:~ llA”2ull~!I:,‘:(~nf’-i\P+‘““P+“. 
Now we use Theorem 1.1(b) to estimate 
II 4m,;: 1 < 41 + s) 
In+l-(n-l)Pl(P~I)/(p+I)+& 
3 
so that an iterated use of the integral inequality completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume n>6 arbitrary, a(n) := (n’ - n + 3 - 
d8nL - 8n + 9)/(n’ - n - 2) < p < (n + 3)/(n - l), and p > pl, where p, is 
the (unique) zero of P,*(p) := CjZo aF(n)pi, where 
a:(n) = n5 + 4n4 - 4n2 - 13n + 12, 
a:(n) = - 3n5 - 2n4 + 22n3 - 12n2 - 39n + 34, 
a;(n) = 3nS - 8n4 - 8n3 + 44n2 - 59n + 28, 
a:(n) = - ns + 6n4 - 14n3 + 20n2 - 17n + 6. 
Moreover assume p > p2, where p2 in the (unique) positive zero of 
p,,(p) := i aj(n)p’, where a,(n) = n3 + 2n2 + n - 4, 
j=O 
a,(n) = -(2n3 - 4n2 - 8n + 18), 
a*(n) = n3 - 2n2 + 15n - 14, a3(n) = -4(n - 1)‘. 
Under these assumptions there exist free solutions u* such that 
/[u(t) - u*(t)l/,-+ 0 as t-t foe. 
Remark. Numerically one has 
p > 1.7421 @a(6)) for n = 6, 
p > 1.5894 (W7)) for n = 7, 
p > 1.5069 @PI) for n = 8, 
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p > 1.4498 (=p,> for n = 9, 
p > 1.4041 WI> for n = 10, 
p > 1.0400 @Pl> for n = 100, 
p > 1.0040 @P,> for n = 1000. 
ProoJ Apply Theorem 1.2 to get 
II-4 k’*+((~+‘)‘(4(~-‘)))~U(t)(~0,2(n_I),(n-3+E) 
< c(1 + t)-I+&‘* 
+c ((t-s)- ‘+“* II~k’2+“~n~‘~f~~~~~~lI~,2~n-‘~,~n+’-~~~~ 
“0 
and choose k such that Ejkt((ntI)/(4(n-I)))E,*(n-‘)/(n-3tE) CL*0 i e 
, * *, 
k=n[(n-3)p-(n- 1)1-&p >. 
m - l)P 
and 
Just as in Theorem 3.2 we conclude 
IIA k’2+“~n-‘~f~~~l10,2~n-‘I),~n+‘--E) 
< CIIU(I~,~:;21(n-l)-6, Ip74(k+*lw)+~l 
0,~2~n~‘~/~n+l-&~~i~k+*/~n~1~+6,~ 
+ corresponding terms with 6, replaced by -6,. 
The choice of k above shows that 
2< 2(n-1) r^ c k+ &+s, < i 
2(n + 1) n+3 
‘n+l-e n-l ’ 
if u(n) <p<=, 
We interpolate and use the energy inequality to get 
IIVUII k+z/(n-l)+61 0,~2~n~‘~/~nt’-&~~i~k+2/~n-‘~+S,~ G c II vu II 
i3(k+2/0~1)+6,~ 
O,*(n+ I)l(n~I) ’ 
where 0” is defined by (n + 1 - &)/(2(n - 1) i(k + 2/(n - 1) + 6,)) = 
(n - 1)&/(2(n + 1)) + (1 - Q/2. 
Thus applying the integral inequality we arrive at 




. II V~(s)lI 
&k+Zl(n-l)+S,) 
0,2(n+ l)/(n- I) 
+ corresponding terms with 6, replaced by -S,] ds. 
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The integral is estimated by Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 1.1(b). This gives an 
estimate 11 u(t)ll&, < c( 1 + t)- b(D) A long calculation shows that b(j) > 1 if . 
Pz@) ( 0 and P,@) ( 0. The criterion (*) completes the proof. 
Concluding remark. We have shown the existence of scattering states in 
the following cases: 









n2 - 3n + 6 
” ” ’ (n - 2)(n - 3) 
2.1122 <p < 3 
1.8495 < p < 2.3333 
1.6895 < p < 2 
1.5815 <p < 1.8 
1.5069 < p < 1.6667 
1.4498 <p < 1.5714 
1.4041 <p < 1.5 
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